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1.0
1.1

Introduction to Planning Statement
This Planning Statement has been prepared by Lichfields on behalf of Haven Leisure Ltd
(“Haven”) to accompany a full planning application that seeks approval for the:
“The proposed development of bases for the siting of static caravans, falling under the
definition of a caravan, modifications to the existing pond with associated access, car parking,
landscaping and drainage infrastructure works.”

1.2

The development proposes 20 new static caravan bases at the Quay West Holiday Park (“the
Holiday Park”). These all fall within the permitted number of static caravans allowed at the
Holiday Park as well as providing flexibility for Haven to respond to the losses of static caravans
along the coastline due to coastal slippage. Further details are set out in Section 5.

1.3

This statement sets out the planning considerations associated with the proposal and considers
the development in the context of national and local planning policy and guidance.

1.4

This statement should be read in conjunction with the following documents that also make up
the full planning application as set out in the Covering Letter which accompanies this
application.

Structure of Report
1.5

1.6

The structure of the Planning Statement is as follows:
•

Section 2 provides an overview of the applicant and the background of the project;

•

Section 3 provides a description of the site, its surroundings and planning history;

•

Section 4 addresses pre-application consultation with the local planning authority;

•

Section 5 describes the proposed development;

•

Section 6 summaries the relevant planning policy and guidance;

•

Section 7 contains an assessment of the proposed development in planning terms; and

•

Section 8 outlines our conclusions.

The Design and Access Statement starts at Section 9 of this report.
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2.0

Bourne Leisure Ltd and Quay West Holiday
Park
Bourne Leisure Ltd

2.1

Bourne Leisure owns and operates the Holiday Park under the “Haven” brand. Bourne Leisure,
established in 1964, is a significant contributor to Great Britain’s tourism economy, operating a
total of more than 50 holiday sites. These sites comprise hotels and holiday resorts; family
entertainment resorts; holiday villages; and holiday parks. They are managed by a number of
subsidiary companies which include Butlins, Warner Leisure Hotels, and Haven.

2.2

Bourne Leisure is the largest owner/operator of holiday parks in the UK and employs some
4,600 full time staff and 7,400 seasonal/part time staff. The business now generates some £1
billion turnover, and has a leisure asset base in excess of £2.5 billion. Nationally, Bourne
Leisure’s parks attract over 2.5 million visitors per year.

2.3

Bourne Leisure has over 50 years’ experience of the holiday industry and how to cater for the
needs and expectations of holiday makers. The Company’s hotels, resorts, villages and parks are
all under continual review, to ensure that the facilities provided are adapted to respond to
changes in the tourism market.

2.4

Bourne Leisure’s Mission Statement includes the aims to:
“Provide at our holiday resorts services and products which enable the maximum number of
families happily to enjoy a holiday or holiday home ownership, in a safe, secure and appealing
environment; and Identify and develop new services, facilities and locations to maintain and
improve the attraction of our holiday resorts”.

2.5

One of the Company’s overriding aims, therefore, is to continually improve the quality of their
visitor accommodation and facilities. For Bourne Leisure to continue to attract customers, the
Company has to invest regularly to maintain a product that meets customers’ expectations. In
particular, the Company seeks to ensure that the facilities at all of its sites are good quality and
well maintained, necessitating a programme of replacing older facilities. In addition, Bourne
Leisure needs to ensure that accommodation is of high quality, necessitating the upgrading and
replacement of older caravans and the introduction of new caravans.

2.6

Significant investment is required to maintain and enhance the viability and attractiveness of all
of the Company’s operations as “destinations” in their own right. A lack of investment would
result in stagnating facilities attracting fewer visitors, and therefore, falling income. This
harmful outcome for the Company would, in turn, have wider detrimental effects on the local
economy (e.g. reduced employment and local spending).

2.7

Bourne Leisure, therefore, has active development programmes for the maintenance and
enhancement of all of its sites and the Company’s sites are under continual review to ensure that
the facilities provided are adapted to respond to changes in the tourism market.

2.8

The increased demand for higher grade accommodation and the price premium holiday guests
are prepared to pay for higher grades of accommodation/ facilities has been recognised, and
experienced by Bourne Leisure in recent years. The Company aims to meet the new levels of
demand, with improved levels of accommodation, park standards, services, entertainment,
eating establishments and other facilities.
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2.9

Expansion of existing sites may also be required in some circumstances, e.g. to facilitate the
provision of new facilities and to meet higher amenity standards, whilst taking into account the
specific environmental constraints imposed by a site’s location and nature designations.

2.10

Bourne Leisure therefore have an important role as an employer in New Quay as well as a
tourist facility in Ceredigion.

2.11

It is also important that the Holiday Park continues to reinforce its position as an important
tourist facility within Ceredigion. To this end, one of the Company’s overriding aims is to
regularly review and, as necessary, improve the quality of the visitor accommodation and
facilities. In particular, the Company seeks to ensure that the facilities at all of its sites are good
quality and well maintained. Significant investment is therefore required to maintain and
enhance the viability and attractiveness of all the Company’s operations.

Quay West Holiday Park
2.12

The Holiday Park lies within the administrative boundary of Ceredigion County Council (CCC)
and extends to approximately 28.5ha (including the proposal site) (see Appendices 1 and 2). The
Holiday Park lies adjacent to New Quay Bay, approximately 1km to the east of the coastal village
of New Quay. Access to the main entrance of the Holiday Park is provided directly from the
B4342 which is the main road leading to New Quay. New Quay offers facilities and local services
including shops, leisure facilities and access to public transport.

2.13

The B4342 is also connected to the A486 to the west and the A487 to the east, both of which
provide connections to destinations such as Cardigan and Aberystwyth.

2.14

The Holiday Park currently comprises 676 static caravan bases and 675 static caravans. The
Park also provides a range of on-site facilities and activities including:
•

Food and drink venues;

•

Crazy Golf course;

•

Supermarket;

•

Launderette;

•

Aerial Adventure course;

•

Pool tables;

•

Bowling;

•

Archery Range;

•

Entertainment venue;

•

Nature trail;

•

Bungee Trampolines;

•

Amusement arcade;

•

Spa;

•

Gym;

•

Swimming pools;

•

Outdoor play area; and,

•

Tennis courts.
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2.15

Pg 4

During the 2019 Season, the last full operating season prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the
Holiday Park welcomed approximately 38,000 visitors, who produced an estimated on-site
expenditure of £3,225,000 and an estimated off-site expenditure of £1,670,000. The Park also
paid annual business rates of approximately £240,000 during the 2019 Season. The Park
currently employs 52 full time staff and 105 seasonal/part time staff, although the Park is
currently undergoing a recruitment process and is hoping to employ an additional 20 (approx.)
seasonal/part time staff this year. The Park therefore has an important role as an employer in
New Quay as well as a tourist facility in Ceredigion.
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3.0

The Site and Surrounding Area
The Surroundings

3.1

The proposed development site is located within the New Quay area of Ceredigion and is bound
by existing woodland and/or tree belts in all directions – beyond this lies: Cei Bach Lane to the
north, with a dwelling and/or holiday accommodation beyond; woodland to the east with a
water treatment works beyond; static caravans forming part of the Holiday Park to the west
(“Milkwood Way”) with Cei Bach Lane beyond; and, further static caravans located within
Schooner Park, a residential caravan park, located to the south.

3.2

The West of Wales Shoreline Management Plan (2012) (SMP) covers the area in the vicinity of
Quay West and notes the deterioration of the stone pier at New Quay. It is concerned that over
epoch 2 (20-50 years’ time) major damage could occur resulting in the loss of the harbour,
beach and accelerated loss to the Holiday Park, which we understand to be Quay West.

3.3

The SMP promotes the managed realignment of sections PU7.3 (adjacent to Quay West) and
PU7.4 (Llanina Point). The SMP also recognises that there will be loss of land by the ‘Holiday
Parks’. The Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) notes that the economic losses could be
mitigated subject to planning.

3.4

Part of the coastline at the Holiday Park has begun to collapse as a result of the wave action
along the bottom on the cliff.

The Application Site
3.5

The site measures approximately 1.9 ha and it is located at the established Holiday Park on land
to the east of Milkwood Way. The extent of the site is identified on the Site Location Plan
accompanying this application.

3.6

The site is greenfield in nature comprising self-sown woodland, marshy and semi-improved
grassland with woodland scrub, tall ruderal vegetation, a recently created attenuation pond
(located to the northern end of the site) surrounded by disturbed ground/rough grassland. Trees
with hedgerows and small wooded streams (Afon Fellen) to the west and an unnamed stream to
the east and south), are located along the site boundaries.

Site Constraints
Transport
3.7

The main access to the existing Holiday Park is from the entrance/exit onto the B4342 located
south west of the site, which is the main road leading to New Quay. The majority of visitors to
the Holiday Park arrive by private car.

3.8

There is also an existing access located along the northern boundary of the site, located along
Cei Bach Lane.

3.9

Integrated Transport Planning Ltd (ITP) has prepared a Transport Statement which states, in
association with the Milkwood Way development, located to the west of the site, access to the
main Holiday Park off Cei Bach Lane was improved in 2019. The access provides a priority
junction with Milkwood Way, alongside traffic calming, reduced speed limits and a raised table
pedestrian crossing to enable convenient access to the main park without the need for short
journeys to be made by car.
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3.10

The site is accessible by a range of sustainable travel modes, including the frequent TrawsCymru
T5 bus service, Ceredigion Coast Path and local cycle routes 3c and 3d. The nearest bus stop is
located at the junction of Cei Bach Lane and the B4342, which can be accesses via Cei Bach Lane
or via a footway from the main entrance of the park and further afield to New Quay and the
Coast Path.

Ecology
3.11

An Ecology Assessment, undertaken by Tyler Grange, confirmed that no statutory or nonstatutory sites or Natural Resources Wales Priority Areas are located within the site boundary.
However, a number of SAC and SSSI designations were identified within approximately 170m of
the site, these include; Cardigan Bay/Bae Ceredigion SAC and Aberarth - Carreg Wylan SSSI,
which are located approximately 50m north of the site and West Wales Marine/Gorllewin
Cymru Forol SAC, which is located approximately 170m north of the site.

3.12

With respect to on site habitats, Tyler Grange states that the site includes a mosaic of poor semiimproved grassland, willow scrub, marshy grassland, tall ruderal vegetation scattered trees and
semi-natural broadleaved woodland. The northern boundary is formed by species-poor intact
hedgerow with a stream along the western boundary. The eastern boundary is formed by a bank
and the southern boundary onto adjacent static caravans. A recently created attenuation pond is
present within the northern part of the site.

3.13

The site is a mitigation area for the recently constructed static caravans to the west of the site
(LPA ref. A130830). As part of this the mitigation is controlled by a Habitat Management Plan
whereby bramble scrub was managed, and the attenuation pond was created to form wetland
habitat. The woodland/scrub has not been managed or enhanced as yet nor have any bat, bird
boxes or surface water drainage attenuation been installed. Japanese Knotweed is currently
being treated and removed from the site.

Trees
3.14

With regards to trees, B J Unwin Forestry Consultancy Ltd notes that the site comprises selfsown woodland with a mixture of oak, sycamore and willow species around a number of small
‘glades’ of rough grassland. There are no Tree Preservation Orders present on the site. The site is
not located within a conservation area.

3.15

To assess the existing trees present on site, a Tree Survey has been undertaken. A total of 41
trees, 4 hedgerows and 14 groups of trees were surveyed. The findings are as follows:
1

There are 10 under Category A;

2

There are 19 under Category B;

3

There are 20 under Category C; and,

4

The remaining trees have been classified as Category U or have been removed/died since
the survey was undertaken.

Landscape & Visual
3.16

Andrew Davis Partnership LLP (ADP) has prepare a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
(LVIA) which accompanies this planning application.
Landscape Character

3.17
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The LVIA acknowledges that the site lies within the National Landscape Character Area NCA 24
which extends over a wider area along the coast where a visual connection to the sea is a key
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characteristic. The site is also part of the New Quay to Lanrhystud SLA, which acknowledges the
importance of wooded slopes and presence of tourism in that landscape. The sensitive
integration and ongoing pressure of tourism in the area is noted in that designation as well as
the importance of managing and creating habitats to enhance biodiversity to reinforce existing
landscape types.
3.18

LANDMAP identifies the site as being within an aspect area of ‘outstanding’ value that relates
primarily to the site’s position in the SLA and the key characteristics for this area. However, the
LVIA notes that the visual and sensory aspect area is classified as built land of moderate value.

3.19

Both the Holiday Park and Schooner Park have established physical and perceptual positions
within the landscape. The LVIA notes that the site lies adjacent to both of these existing Park’s
but is also linked to an extensive area of woodland to the east.
Visual Survey

3.20

The Visual Survey undertaken as part of the LVIA identified 12 viewpoints - from seven
viewpoints, very restricted views were recorded and from five viewpoints no view was recorded.
From the remaining viewpoints, views are primarily towards boundary vegetation.

3.21

There is no one location where significant areas of the site will be visible to receptors due to the
strength of boundary vegetation or intervening built form.

Drainage and Flooding
Flooding
3.22

The Welsh Government TAN 15 Development Advice Map, accessed April 2021, shows that the
proposed development is in an area considered to be at little or no risk of fluvial or coastal/tidal
flooding (Flood Zone A).
Foul Water Drainage

3.23

A Foul Drainage Strategy, prepared by Bratherton Park Design Consultants, states that there is
no existing foul drainage present on the site, but a Welsh Water Gravity Sewer runs west to east
along Cei Bach Lane to the north of the site.
Surface Water Drainage

3.24

The Surface Water Drainage Strategy, prepared by Crouch Waterfall, explains that the site does
not include any form of hardstanding area and does not contain any surface water drainage
infrastructure other than the existing pond in the northern section of the site and the small
diameter rising main that serves a small surface water pump station located on the land to the
west of the site. This pump station serves part of Milkwood Way and is owned and maintained
by the applicant.

Heritage
3.25

The site is not located within or adjacent to a conservation area. The nearest conservation area is
New Quay Conservation Area which is approximately 1.20km from the site in a north westerly
direction.

3.26

According to Cadw’s online records search (accessed April 2021), there are no known
archaeological remains, Listed Buildings or Scheduled Monuments within the site. There are
however, five designated historic assets in proximity to the site:
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•

•

•

•

•

Pont Llanina (ref. 10682) Grade II listed road bridge approximately 350m north east of the
site1;
Plas Llanina (ref. 10680) Grade II listed country house approximately 370m from the north
east of the site2;
Lychgate to Church of St. Ina (ref. 10679) Grade II listed lychgate approximately 390m
north east of the site3;
Summerhouse to the north of Plas Llanina (ref. 10681) Grade II listed gothic summerhouse
approximately 400m to the north east of the site4; and,
Church of St. Ina (ref. 10678) Grade II listed Anglican parish church approximately 430m to
the north east of the5.

Planning History
3.27

A review of the Council’s online planning history record revealed the following applications of
note:
Table 3.1 Key Planning Permissions for the proposal site

Application ref.
811161
891754

A130830

Description
Change of use to leisure/amenity/recreation area and carpark

Decision/Date
Refused
20/04/1982
Temp. permission to use existing sports field for temp. storage Approved
of vans which have been removed from site, these to be cleared 15/12/1989
prior to reinstatement of sports field i.e. by Feb
Redevelopment, improvement and enhancement of existing
Allowed on appeal
caravan site. Relocation of 24 existing caravans (previously 42
28/04/2016
amended to 24) onto land adjoining Cei Bach Road and provision
of two permissive rights of way

Source: CCC Online Planning Application Register
3.28

The most relevant application is LPA ref. A130830 which was granted on appeal in 2016 (see
Appendix 1 for the Decision Notice). The original scheme presented to the authority was for 42
bases and included the application site. During the course of determination and in response to
comments by the LPA, the applicant revised the application down to 24 bases. However, the
planning application was nevertheless refused by the LPA.

3.29

The appeal Inspector, Nicola Gulley MA MRTPI, confirmed that there is planning permission in
place for 717 no. caravan units across the Holiday Park. At that time the appeal decision
highlighted that the Holiday Park accommodated between 616 no. and 630 no. caravans,
markedly fewer units than permitted. The Park currently comprises 675 static caravans (676
bases), which is still fewer units than permitted.

3.30

The planning permission (LPA ref. A130830) identified the site for ecological mitigation as part
of the development of Milkwood Way. Condition 12 of that permission required the preparation
1

2

3

4

5
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Designated Historic Asset Descriptive Information, The Welsh Historic Environment Service (Cadw),
09/06/2021, licensed under the Open Government Licence http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/opengovernmentlicence/version/3/
Designated Historic Asset Descriptive Information, The Welsh Historic Environment Service (Cadw), 09/06/2021, licensed under the Open
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and implementation of a Habitat Mitigation, Creation and Management Plan with the measures
still in the process of being delivered and managed, as highlighted in Section 3 of this statement.
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4.0
4.1

Pre-application Consultation
As part of a formal pre-application consultation with the Council, Lichfields met with CCC’s
Development Management Team Leader, Catrin Newbold, in 2019 to discuss the coastal erosion
challenges facing Quay West. The core points raised in the LPA’s response were as follows:
Principle of Development
•
•

•

The total number of caravans at the Holiday Park should not surpass 717 units in total.
In relation to CCC’s adopted Local Development Plan (LDP) Policy LU14 (Countywide
Tourism, Accommodation Sites: Static and Touring Caravans, Camping pitches, Cabins and
Chalets) and Policy LU15 (Countywide: Relocation of Caravans, Cabins and Chalets), the
proposal would be compliant in principle; and,
The LPA acknowledges the contribution that the Quay West Holiday Park makes to the local
economy and therefore provided that the site extension/re-location can be delivered without
significant harm being caused in respect of other planning matters, then the LPA is likely to
be supportive in principle.

Transport Impacts
•

A Transport Assessment will need to accompany a future planning application, which
demonstrates that the highway network that serves the site is capable of accommodating the
increased traffic that would occur as a result of this proposal.

Ecological Impacts
•

•

•

•

•

It was proposed within LPA ref. A130830 and the subsequent appeal that the proposal site
would be identified as an area for ecological mitigation for development of the site outlined
with LPA ref. A130830 and the subsequent appeal. Any future application submission on
the proposal site will therefore need to appropriately mitigate or compensate for both
development parcels;
The LPA is willing to consider the potential benefits that would arise from using land at Cei
Bach to accommodate this mitigation and/or compensation;
The indicative plan submitted during the pre-application meeting depicted the retention of
existing landscaping along the northern boundary of Schooner Park which the LPA
encouraged. The LPA also advised that it would be practical to look into the need to enhance
the existing landscaping;
An ecological survey will be required to accompany a future planning application, the scope
of which should be agreed with the County Ecologist beforehand; and,
An existing and proposed landscaping plan should be provided as part of a future planning
application.

Surface Water Drainage
•

Pg 10

All proposed Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS) must be designed and built in
accordance with the Statutory SUDS Standards published by the Welsh Ministers. SUDS
schemes must also be approved by the relevant Sustainable Drainage Body (SAB), before
construction work begins.
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Neighbouring Amenity Impact
•

•

There are a number of residential properties located within the vicinity of the site. The
impact upon the residential amenity of these properties, the views of the neighbouring
residents and those of the wider community will be considered;
Any detrimental impacts upon existing neighbouring residents should be identified along
with any mitigation measures.

Pre-Application Consultation Report
•

•

4.2

A Pre-Application Consultation (PAC) and subsequent report will need to be submitted as
part of a future planning application should the proposal qualify as a major development (as
defined within the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure)
Order 2012 (DMPWO)); and,
LPA ref. A130830 and the subsequent appeal, generated much local interest, therefore early
dialogue with the community will be a benefit to a future planning application.

The formal pre-application response concluded:
“In my informal professional opinion, I believe that there is a fair chance that the proposal
would be acceptable from a land-use planning perspective, subject to the comments made
above but in particular subject to appropriate ecological mitigation/compensation being
agreed between both parties.”

Informal Pre-Application Consultation with the Community Consultees
4.3

Ahead of the commencement of the PAC process we shared the intention to develop a planning
application with the Cei Newydd/New Quay Councillor and the Chair of Cei Newydd/New Quay
Community and Town Council for 2020 and 2021. Both Lichfields and the Holiday Park’s
General Manager invited the parties to engage with us but the we did not receive a response.
Further details will be provided in the Pre-Application Consultation Report on submission of the
planning application.

Formal Pre-Application Consultation
4.4

4.5

A Pre-Application Consultation Report has been submitted with the planning application. As a
result of this process the following changes were made to the planning application submission:
1

The appeal decision for Milkwood Way has been attached as an Appendix to the Planning
Statement;

2

The Management Plan for Milkwood Way has been attached as an Appendix to the
Ecological Appraisal;

3

Details of the culvert over the river have been prepared and accompany the planning
application, drawing 775/40/10;

4

Further details of the foul connection are provided in the Proposed Culvert plan,
775/40/10;

5

Details of wheel-washing arrangements have been shown on the plan accompanying the
CEMP (with an explanation in the PAC Report table at Appendix 9);

6

A 20mph speed limit sign will be erected within Milkwood Way to remind users of the
speed limit on Cei Bach Lane.

Further details are provided within the report.
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Environmental Impact Assessment Considerations
4.6

A formal request for an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Screening Opinion was
submitted to Ceredigion County Council (CCC) on the 2 July 2021.

4.7

On 23 July 2021, CCC issued a formal Screening Opinion (ref. Q210197) confirming that an EIA
is not required to be submitted with this planning application. The Council advised that a future
planning application must be accompanied by the following documents:
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•

Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment

•

Biodiversity Survey and Report

•

Landscape and Ecological Management Plan

•

A Construction Environmental Management Plan

•

Transport Assessment
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5.0

Proposed Development

5.1

The proposed development at the Holiday Park seeks full planning permission for the
development at Quay West Holiday Park, on land to the east of Milkwood Way, New Quay.

5.2

The description of the development is as follows:
“The proposed development of bases for the siting of static caravans, falling under the
definition of static caravans, modifications to the existing pond with associated access, car
parking, landscaping and drainage infrastructure works.”

5.3

The proposed development will comprise:
•

Installation of 20 static caravan bases for the siting of 20 static caravans;

•

Modifications of the existing pond and surrounding land;

•

•

•
•

5.4

Associated access works including the creation of a new private access road over the Afon
Fellen from Milkwood Way using a box culvert, a new internal circulation road, car parking
for two spaces per base, and a new footpath with an access gate connecting to the Coast Path
in the north;
A detailed Landscape Strategy development in conjunction with the project ecologists and
drainage team;
Drainage infrastructure works for both foul and surface water drainage; and the,
Compensation of ecological mitigation land at Cei Bach, on land owned by Bourne Leisure
through a detailed Landscape Strategy and Landscape and Ecological Management Plan.

Details relating to the proposed development are contained within the wider submission.
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6.0
6.1

Planning Policy Framework
In accordance with Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, the
determination of a planning application must be made in accordance with the development plan
unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

Statutory Development Plan
6.2

The statutory development plan comprises:
•

•

6.3

Ceredigion Local Development Plan 2007-2022 (LDP) (adopted April 2013);
i

Volume 1: Strategy and Policies;

ii

Volume 2A: Settlement Group Statements; and,

iii

Volume 2B: Proposals Map (including Inset Maps).

Future Wales: The National Plan 2040 (published February 2021).

The policies included within these documents are considered to be of particular relevance to this
planning application submission.

Ceredigion Local Development Plan (2013)
Volume 1: Strategy and Policies
6.4
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Volume 1 sets out the Key Issues, Objectives, Strategy, Policies, Monitoring and matters in
relation to implementation. The following policies are considered the key policies relevant to
this application:
1

Policy S01

-

Sustainable Growth;

2

Policy S04

-

Development in Linked Settlements and Other Locations;

3

Policy LU14

-

Countywide Tourism Accommodation Sites: Static and Touring Caravans,
Camping Pitches, Cabins and Chalets;

4

Policy LU15

-

Countywide: Relocation of Caravans, Cabins and Chalets;

5

Policy LU22

-

Community Provision;

6

Policy DM03 -

Sustainable Travel;

7

Policy DM06 -

High Quality Design and Placemaking;

8

Policy DM09 -

Design and Movement;

9

Policy DM10 -

Design and Landscaping;

10

Policy DM13 -

Sustainable Drainage System;

11

Policy DM14 -

Nature Conservation and Ecological Connectivity;

12

Policy DM15 -

Local Biodiversity Conservation;

13

Policy DM17 -

General Landscape;

14

Policy DM18 -

Special Landscape Areas (SLAs);

15

Policy DM20 -

Protection of Trees, Hedgerows and Woodlands;

16

Policy DM22 -

General Environmental Protection and Enhancement; and,

17

Policy DM23 -

Coastal Management.
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Volume 2A Settlement Group Statements
6.5

Volume 2A sets out the individual Settlement Group Statements. It is our understanding that
this document is not relevant to this planning application submission.

Future Wales (2021)
6.6

Future Wales is a development plan with a strategy for addressing key national priorities
through the planning system. The following policies are considered the key policies relevant to
this application:
1

Policy 4

-

Supporting Rural Communities;

2

Policy 5

-

Supporting the Rural Economy;

3

Policy 9

-

Resilient Ecological Networks and Green Infrastructure;

4

Policy 25

-

Regional Growth Areas – Mid Wales; and,

5

Policy 26

-

Growing the Mid Wales Economy.

Other Material Considerations
Planning Policy Wales 11
6.7

6.8

Planning Policy Wales (PPW) Edition 11 (February 2021) is a material consideration in
determining a planning application in Wales. The following chapters are considered to be
particularly relevant:
1

Chapter 2

-

People and Places: Achieving Well-being Through Placemaking;

2

Chapter 5

-

Productive and Enterprising Places; and,

3

Chapter 6

-

Distinctive and Natural Places.

Building Better Places is a policy position published in July 2020 by the Welsh Government in
response to the pandemic. The Welsh Government advises that it sits alongside PPW as a key
condition in development management decisions. As such it forms part of the material
considerations for this planning application.

Technical Advice Notes
6.9

The following technical advice notes are also relevant:
1

TAN 5

-

Nature Conservation and Planning (2009);

2

TAN 6

-

Planning for Sustainable Rural Communities (2010);

3

TAN 11

-

Noise (1997);

4

TAN 12

-

Design (2016);

5

TAN 13

-

Tourism (1997);

6

TAN 14

-

Coastal Planning (1998);

7

TAN 15

-

Development and Flood Risk (2004);

8

TAN 18

-

Transport (2007); and,

9

TAN 23

-

Economic Development (2014).

Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG)
6.10

The following locally adopted documents can also comprise material considerations:
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1

CCC Built Environment and Design (2015);

2

CCC Transport Assessment (2015);

3

CCC Nature Conservation (2015);

4

CCC Parking Standards (2015); and,

5

CCC Special Landscape Areas (2014).

Emerging Planning Policy
6.11
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CCC is in the process of preparing the Replacement Local Development Plan (LDP 2 2018-2033)
and consulted on the Preferred Strategy between 28 June - 12 September 2019. The Preferred
Strategy is the first formal publication in the preparation process of the replacement LDP. Once
the Replacement LDP 2 has been adopted it will form the LDP for CCC and will replace the
existing LDP which was adopted in 2013. Given this early stage, we believe only limited weight
can be afforded to the draft policies specified within the Replacement LDP 2.
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7.0
7.1

Key Planning Considerations
This section assesses the proposed development against the relevant planning policy position as
summarised in the previous section. The main policy issues arising are considered to comprise:
1

Principle of development and Economic Impact;

2

Biodiversity;

3

Landscape, Visual Impact and Trees;

4

Neighbouring Amenity

5

Transport and Access; and,

6

Drainage and Surface Water Flooding.

Principle of Development and Economic Impact
7.2

Our assessment of national and local planning policy below demonstrates that the principle of
development is acceptable and its economic impact should be welcomed. This conclusion is also
reflected in the Council’s pre-application advice, as described in Section 4 of this report.
Principle of Development

7.3

As set out in PPW, national planning policy provides support for the tourism industry within the
framework of the seven goals of the Well-being of Future Generations Act. In particular, PPW
recognises that in order to achieve a “Prosperous Wales” there is a need to see increased
economic activity across all sectors at all levels of scale. The tourism industry is specifically
recognised in relation to achieving the goal of a “Resilient Wales” (p.74). The goal to achieve a
“Vibrant Culture and thriving Welsh Language” is to be achieved by supporting the provision of
jobs and economic activity, along with the promotion of the Welsh tourism offer.

7.4

PPW also recognises that there is a need to diversify the rural economy, ensuring that it is
resilient to change and fit for the future (p.75). Chapter 5 of PPW considers tourism as an
economic land use and one which is vital to economic prosperity and job creation in many parts
of Wales (para 5.4.2 and 5.5.1). PPW seeks to support the continued success of existing tourist
areas if damage to the environment and the amenity of residents and visitors is avoided (para
5.5.2).

7.5

Building Better Places also highlights the value placed by the Welsh Government on the tourism
industry and the need to support its recovery following the Covid-19 pandemic. The document
states that it is particularly important that tourism opportunities that can deliver community
benefits are supported in coastal and rural areas (p.21).

7.6

The proposed development aligns with this national policy support for tourism and will also
contribute towards Objective 4 in the adopted Ceredigion LDP to support sustainable growth in
the tourism sector by lengthening the holiday season from March until the end of October,
which “is supported by a good accommodation base that caters for a wide range of markets
and provides a range of facilities for all seasons.”

7.7

Policy LU14 of the Ceredigion LDP, states that, in the Coastal Area, “no additional units relating
to static caravans…will be permitted.” As set out above in Section 3 as well as the preapplication advice referenced within Section 4, it was confirmed by the Inspector at Appeal in
2016 (LPA Ref: A 130830) that there is planning permission for 717 static caravans at Quay
West. There are currently 676 static caravan bases in place at the moment, some 41 units less
than the permitted level. The proposal for 20 bases would still leave some 21 permitted bases
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even without any further losses along the coastline, therefore developing within the permitted
number of units (717) on-site. There will be no additional units.
7.8

The adopted policy goes on to say, “The extension of existing sites that does not propose an
increase in the number of units/pitches, will be permitted where there would be an overall
improvement to the environmental quality of the site and where there would be a reduction of
its impact on the surrounding landscape.”

7.9

As set out in an earlier section of the report, Haven has lost a number of units from the northern
extent of the Holiday Park in recent years due to slippage of the coastline due to the wave action
of the sea. There is a need to ensure that the park has flexibility to accommodate guests and
create additional high-quality static caravan capacity at the park and in this part of Ceredigion.

7.10

In terms of environmental quality, this can be considered from a number of perspectives. As set
out later in the Planning Statement, a comprehensive approach to mitigating impacts upon
biodiversity is proposed. Indeed, between proposals for the application site and land at Cei
Bach, the proposal will deliver a net gain in biodiversity. Moreover, the scheme has been
designed to include a landscape planting scheme which would provide species that would
benefit wildlife within the site and on the land that is currently intensively farmed at Cei Bach.

7.11

In terms of impacts on the surrounding landscape, the LVIA accompanying this application
submission suggests there will be no significant impacts on landscape character at a high level
nationally or regionally as the application site will occupy a similar position within a wooded
slope post development where change would be barely discernible, thereby maintaining
landscape quality in the wider landscape. This view was also supported within the preapplication advice, which stated, “the removal of some of the caravans from a prominent
coastal location may also have positive landscape benefits…What is more important however
is that the proposed site is unlikely… to result in an additional significant landscape impact,
given that it is fairly well screened by existing vegetation, it sits back from the coastline and
sits within an area which is adjacent to many forms of existing development, which acts as a
backdrop.” Further details relating to LVIA are included below.

7.12

Hence, the proposed development accords with Policy LU14. The Council also confirmed within
the pre-application advice, “that the proposal would be compliant in principle” with Policy
LU14.

7.13

Policy LU15 of the Ceredigion LDP states that the relocation of static caravans from one site to
another, within the County, will be permitted where the proposal forms part of an overall
scheme which:
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1

“Does not involve the loss of caravans, cabins and chalets from inland areas to the Coastal
Area.” This criterion would be met as the proposal would not involve the relocation of
caravans from an inland site to a coastal location.

2

“Results in significant and permanent visual improvement to the area from which they
are being relocated and does not result in a significant negative effect to the area to which
they are being moved.” As mentioned above, the LVIA accompanying this application
submission highlights that the moderate adverse impacts on the site itself, experienced in
the short term (at a very localised level) will lesson to minor/negligible in the medium to
long term as the site becomes integrated into its surroundings. In addition to the fact that
there will be no significant impacts on landscape character at a high level nationally or
regionally. The pre-application advice agrees that the site is well-screened, sits back from
the coastline and is surrounded by existing development. It also states that, “the proposal is
likely to result in a minor positive landscape impact.”
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7.14

3

“Does not result in the loss of important local facilities which are provided by the site.”
None of the important local facilities currently offered at the Holiday Park will be lost. The
proposal will contribute to sustaining the current on-site facilities. This view is also
supported by the pre-application advice.

4

“Does not affect the viability of local facilities which are highlight dependent on the tourist
trade that the site generates.” The proposal will not adversely affect the viability of local
facilities which depend on the tourist trade that the site generates. The proposal will result
in maintaining, and increasing, the number of visitors to the Holiday Park, therefore
supporting the tourist trade that the Holiday Park generates. This view is also supported by
the pre-application advice.

Hence, the proposed development also accords with Policy LU15. The Council also confirmed
within the pre-application advice that, “it is therefore likely that compliance with Policy LU15
would be achieved.”
Economic Impact

7.15

The proposed development will generate beneficial economic impacts in the local authority and
wider area during both the construction and operational phases of development. These
economic benefits will help to support prosperity within the local community and throughout
Ceredigion as a result of additional investment and the provision of local jobs. The proposed
development will support the continued operation of the Holiday Park and its valuable
contribution to the local community. It will also help to ensure that Ceredigion continues to
offer a range of high-quality holiday accommodation in order to attract and increase the level of
expenditure from overnight visitors, which is of key importance to the local economy.

7.16

The principle of development and it’s proposed economic impact is therefore in accordance with
both national and local planning policy, Policies LU14 and LU15 in particular, and should be
considered acceptable.

Biodiversity and Geodiversity
7.17

Paragraph 6.4.21 of PPW states:

7.18

“Planning authorities must follow a stepwise approach to maintain and enhance biodiversity
and build resilient ecological networks by ensuring that any adverse environmental effects are
firstly avoided, then minimized, mitigated, and as a last resort compensated for; enhancement
must be secured wherever possible.”

7.19

LDP Policies DM14 and DM15 highlight the need to enhance biodiversity and ecological
connectivity and to incorporate appropriate species, habitats and wildlife corridors into
development.

7.20

As summarised below, the recognition of the need to maintain and enhance biodiversity has
formed an integral driver for the design of the proposed development both on-site and off-site.
This is more important as the application site is located on land identified for ecological
mitigation of Milkwood Way. The strategy for mitigating this is focused on Cei Bach, as
discussed with the County Ecologist in 2019 during pre-application engagement and more
recently in June 2021 during a site visit. Further details of this engagement is set out within the
accompanying Ecology Assessment.
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Habitats
7.21

In terms of impacts on habitats, the Ecology Assessment highlights that all retained and new
habitats will be subject to specific management measures with the aim of maximising their
potential for wildlife, their biodiversity importance and their amenity value.

7.22

The assessment concludes that, the management measures highlighted within the Ecology
Assessment will compensate for losses and disturbance that are to occur by providing benefits
for a range of wildlife including a net gain in biodiversity within the site and local area.
Badger

7.23

The Ecology Assessment states that no evidence of badger has been recorded within the site,
although badgers could utilise the site on occasion. Therefore, opportunities for badger will be
retained within the wider area, in addition to new planting within the site also providing new
opportunities for this species. The retention of the existing hedgerow will also be maintained
whilst the creation of new hedges and connectivity between habitats will be enhanced.
Bats

7.24

The Ecology Assessment states that no trees that have Low to Moderate potential to support
roosting bats would be directly affected by the proposed development. Loss of willow scrub and
a reduction in marshy grassland will however lead to minor impacts on foraging bats. The
commuting routes identified on the eastern boundary of the site will not be affected by the
development and corridors will be maintained and enhanced.

7.25

A sensitive lighting strategy has also been prepared, which accompanies the Ecology
Assessment. The strategy models the light spill from the proposed bollard lighting. The scheme
has been amended to site the directional bollards away from the key eastern and western
vegetation belts.

7.26

The assessment also states, post-development enhancement for bats will be provided, including
a variety of bat boxes (totalling 8) and hedgerow planting. These enhancements will maintain
and improve existing opportunities for foraging and commuting bats and will create additional
features of importance post-development.
Birds

7.27

The Ecology Assessment states that the retention of the hedgerow, semi-natural broadleaved
woodland and a corridor of willow scrub will minimise the impacts of nesting birds. The
creation of new ecotone scrub and enhancement of the eastern boundary through the planting of
native hedgerow species will allow for an overall increase in nesting and foraging habitat for
birds post-development. There may, however, be some partial displacement, although, this is
considered to be insignificant given the fact that the areas of new planting proposed and the
extent of suitable habitat in the wider area that will remain unaffected by the proposal.

7.28

The Ecology Assessment also notes that post-development enhancements for birds will be
created, including a selection of nesting boxes (totalling 8) to be installed within retained trees
on site.
Dormouse

7.29
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The Ecology Assessment states that the presence of dormouse within the habitats on site is
considered to be unlikely. Therefore, there would be no requirement for mitigation as part of
construction activities.
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7.30

Post-development areas of retained semi-natural broadleaf woodland, hedgerow and willow
scrub and proposed planting along the eastern boundary would improve the suitability and
availability of habitats for dormouse.

7.31

The Ecology Assessment also highlights that off-site woodland and hedgerows at Cei Bach will
be enhanced and hazel dormouse boxes (totalling 5) will be installed within the woodland.
Invertebrates

7.32

The Ecology Assessment states that the proposal will result in the loss of semi-improved
grassland and modification to areas of marshy grassland which could be of site importance to
invertebrates. However, the retention of the semi-natural broadleaved woodland, stream, pond
and scrub along with the creation of diverse wildflower grassland, ecotone planting and native
hedgerow planting will compensate for the losses involved and will create new habitats of
importance for invertebrates.

7.33

The assessment goes onto say that further enhancements will be provided off-site at Cei Bach, in
the form of a wildflower meadow and hedgerow infill planting.
Reptiles

7.34

The Ecology Assessment highlights that the site habitats have limited potential to support
reptiles, although it is possible that low numbers could be present on occasion. Therefore, postdevelopment, newly created hedgerow and enhanced wildflower grassland will provide
enhanced opportunities for any reptiles at the site and within the off-site mitigation area at Cei
Bach.
Other Species

7.35

The Ecology Assessment notes, in regard to other protected or notable species that may be
present within the site, which could be affected during the construction phase of development,
will be carefully moved to other areas of suitable habitat away from the proposed development,
should they be found on-site prior to site clearance works.

7.36

In terms of post-development, the assessment suggests that new areas of wildflower grassland,
enhanced hedgerows and ecotone planting/management will provide improved opportunities
and connectivity for other species, such as hedgehogs.

Landscape, Visual Impact and Trees
Landscaping
7.37

The proposed development seeks to respond positively to the Welsh Government’s placemaking
principles, as set out in PPW (p.15). In particular, its high-quality landscaping and water
features are designed to support health and wellbeing, supporting the “People and community”
principle. PPW paragraph 5.5.3 also states that tourism-related development located in rural
areas, “is an essential element in providing for a healthy and diverse economy [and]
development should be sympathetic in nature and scale to the local environment.”

7.38

In the LDP, a number of key policies are relevant to the proposed development, including
DM06, DM09, DM10, DM14, DM15 and DM17. Polices DM06 and DM09 refer to the
importance of design and placemaking that is sensitive to the local context, working with the
location. In particular, Policy DM10 identifies the importance of landscaping within well
designed development and highlights a number of criteria which should be considered as part of
a landscaping scheme. Policy DM17 also sets out the criteria which should ensure that
development does not have a significant adverse impact on the wider landscape.
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7.39

The accompanying LVIA assesses the potential impact of the proposed development in both
visual amenity and landscape terms. It concludes that there would be negligible impacts on
visual amenity and landscape character in the wider landscape, whilst predominantly minor
adverse impacts on visual amenity and landscape character, are likely to be experienced very
locally in the short term. Nonetheless, these will lesson to minor/negligible in the medium to
long term as the site becomes integrated into its surroundings.

7.40

The LVIA goes onto say that there will be no significant impacts on landscape character at a high
level nationally or regionally as the application site will occupy a similar position within a
wooded slope post development where change would be barely discernible, thereby maintaining
landscape quality in the wider landscape.

7.41

The LVIA concludes that, there are no significant or unacceptable adverse impacts on visual
amenity or landscape character as a result of development. There are also no significant or
unacceptable adverse cumulative effects or residual effects as a result of development. The LVIA
also concludes, the implementation of the development proposals will, after some initial shortterm adverse impacts, become fully integrated into its receiving landscape, maintaining
landscape quality and its established position in the wider landscape.

7.42

The findings of the LVIA demonstrate that the proposal accords with national and local
planning policy and is acceptable in terms of landscape and visual impacts.
Trees

7.43

In the LDP, Policy DM20 states development will be permitted providing it protects trees,
hedgerows or woodlands of visual, ecological, historical, cultural or amenity value; it is able to
mitigate or compensate for any negative impacts of the loss or damage; it would achieve
appropriate biodiversity gain; and, compensation and enhancement measures are mainly native
species of local provenance and are not non-native invasive species.

7.44

The accompanying Tree Report and associated plans conclude that in order to accommodate the
proposal, the removal of some areas of young, self-sown and scrubby willow and alder trees will
take place on site. Valuable Category A and B trees will be retained. The location of the access
road from Milkwood Way has been carefully planned to utilise a natural gap in the tree belt
along the Afon Fellen.

7.45

The proposed development will look to enhance the landscape and biodiversity offer on site and
within an area of agricultural land at Cei Bach, by setting out a number of measures to protect
the majority of existing trees and hedgerows at the site during construction as well as mitigating
the loss of a small number of trees by planting new trees as part of the re-development of the
site. The Landscape Masterplan shows what will be delivered while the Landscape and
Ecological Management Plan shows how this will be managed, including identified woodland at
Cei Bach.

7.46

Therefore, the proposed landscaping and planting is expected to mitigate the impacts of the
development on trees and hedges, whilst also providing substantial enhancements in
biodiversity gain, in accordance with LDP Policy DM20.

Neighbouring Amenity
7.47

LDP Policy DM06 states that development should ensure that the proposed development “does
not result in significant harm to the amenity of the occupiers of nearby properties.”

7.48

As detailed in the accompanying Design and Access Statement, the proposed development has
been designed to protect the amenity of the occupiers of neighbouring dwellings/caravans in
terms of privacy, noise and outlook. This design approach includes:
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1

Retention of existing site boundary vegetation, hedgerows and tree belts;

2

Selective retention of internal trees/tree groups to break up views of caravans within the
site itself;

3

Provision of open space/buffer between the Milkwood Way development and caravans with
the site itself; and,

4

Creation of open space/native planted buffer zone along the eastern boundary ditch line in
accordance with requirements set during negotiations with the County Ecologist.

7.49

The LVIA accompanying this application also notes that there is no one location where
significant areas of the site will be visible to receptors due to the strength of boundary vegetation
or intervening built form, therefore protecting the privacy and outlook as well as assisting to
screen out noise pollution to protect the amenity of occupiers of neighbouring
dwellings/caravans.

7.50

It is also important to note that to the best of our knowledge, the Holiday Park has not received
any noise complaints from the local community in regard to Milkwood Way, which adjoins the
site to the west, or the Holiday Park in general.

7.51

It is considered that the visual impact of the proposed development on amenity for occupiers of
neighbouring properties/caravans will be minor and will reduce over time as vegetation
matures. This impact will be less than significant and so will be compliant in relation to LDP
Policy DM06.

7.52

Overall, there will be no significant impact upon neighbouring amenity as a result of the
proposed development.

Transport and Access Considerations
7.53

National and local policy seeks to ensure that new development does not have an unacceptable
impact on the existing highway network and that new development is located in sustainable
locations, so that it is accessible by various modes of travel.

7.54

PPW states at paragraph 4.1.1 that the planning system should enable people to access services
through shorter, more efficient and sustainable journeys by walking, cycling and public
transport. It states at paragraph 3.39 that “most” new development should be located in
settlements which have good accessibility by non-car modes. However, it also recognises that for
most rural areas the opportunities for modal shift to more sustainable forms of transport are
more limited than in urban areas.

7.55

In the LDP, the accompanying text to Policy DM03 at paragraph 8.28 states that development
proposals should maximise the opportunity for sustainable travel “in its widest sense”. This
includes providing opportunities for moving from one mode of transport to another and so
facilitating partial journeys by non-car modes.

7.56

The Transport Assessment submitted with this planning application concludes that, given the
good level of accessibility provided to the site, with its footway connections to the main Holiday
Park, its facilities and bus stops, the proposal will be accessed internally and therefore no
further amendments are required to the public highway network. The site will benefit from
access by car, bicycle and on foot using existing infrastructure. Footpath connections to New
Quay via the Park provide easy walkable access to the nearby town. A new pedestrian access, at
the site of the existing farm gate, located along the northern boundary of the site will connect
with the Wales Coast Path.
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7.57

The Transport Assessment states that the internal layout has been assessed to confirm
accessibility by delivery and servicing vehicles. It is noted that private waste contracts will use
the private roads, extending the existing arrangements in place across the existing Holiday Park.

7.58

The statement concludes that the traffic impact has been examined on a localised basis. This has
determined that during the peak hour (11:00 - 12:00) the impact on three local junctions could
be a difference of just 14 two-way trips. This is considered insignificant and therefore does not
require further assessment. This conclusion should also satisfy the pre-application response,
which requested confirmation that the proposal is capable of accommodating increased traffic
that would occur as a result of this proposal

7.59

Taking into account the rural character of much of the local area, it is considered that the site
represents a highly sustainable location for this type of development, particularly as an
extension to the existing Holiday Park. The proposal is also in compliance with both national
and local policy, particularly LDP Policy DM03, and should be considered acceptable.

Drainage and Surface Water Flooding
Drainage
7.60

Paragraph 6.6.5 of PPW states that the Welsh Government aims to secure the provision of water
services whilst minimising adverse impacts on the environment, amenity, health and
communities. To achieve this, it states that the planning system should ensure sustainable
drainage systems are an integral part of design approaches for new development.
Foul

7.61

As set out in the accompanying Foul Drainage Strategy, new foul drainage will be designed and
installed in a similar manner to that at Milkwood Way with a separate foul private network. This
will gravitate towards a modestly sized foul pump station located at the north of the site which
will then pump the collected sewage back up the site, across the vehicle crossing into this parcel
of land and connect into the existing foul drainage system at Milkwood Way. This method will
benefit from the existing connection into the adopted foul and surface water sewer connecting
New Quay to the Hyder Sewage Treatment Plant located to the east of the application site.

7.62

The report concludes that it will be acceptable for the additional flow to be directed into the
current combined flow rate as it is a relatively negligible quantity. It will also be leak free and
will not suffer from any surface water or ground water infiltration.
Surface Water

7.63

An application will be made to the local authority’s SuDs Approval Body (SAB) at the time of
applying for full planning permission for the development. This will allow for the effective
drainage of surface water from the site in a sustainable way. The Drainage Strategy
accompanying the planning application concludes that a suitable scheme can be delivered.

7.64

The Drainage Strategy states that the proposed development will result in an increase in the
site’s impermeable area. The soakaway tests conducted on-site confirmed that the ground is
impermeable and not suitable for infiltration devices.

7.65

The strategy goes onto say the surface water runoff from the proposal will be discharged to the
nearest watercourse in line with the second tier of the Discharge Hierarchy, included within
Building Regulations Part H, as it will not be practical to discharge runoff to ground.

7.66

The proposed attenuation methods will include the following form of SuDs which will provide
treatment to the surface water runoff:
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7.67

1

Rain gardens;

2

Permeable surfacing;

3

Swales;

4

Filter drains; and,

5

A Pond

The proposed development is therefore considered to be acceptable in drainage terms.
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8.0

Conclusion of Planning Statement

8.1

This Planning Statement demonstrates that the development proposal is in accordance with the
planning policies set out within national policy and the statutory development plan. The
proposal will comply with the policies relating to the development of holiday accommodation
within CCC.

8.2

The principle of development for this proposal is considered to be acceptable. In accordance
with national policy and guidance, the proposed development will promote growth in the
tourism industry and will support jobs and economic activity. Pre-application discussions with
the LPA suggested that the proposal would be acceptable from a land-use perspective subject to
detailed design works.

8.3

The proposed development complies with LDP Policies LU14 and LU15 as an extension to an
existing Holiday Park, and no on-site facilities will be lost or new facilities provided; hence,
there will be no impact on nearby facilities.

8.4

The proposed development offers a valuable opportunity to provide biodiversity net gain both
on-site and off-site within an area of agricultural land at Cei Bach, within the ownership of
Bourne Leisure. It is also expected to easily mitigate the minor impacts of the development on
trees and hedges, while providing substantial enhancement.

8.5

The expected minor increase in traffic as a result of the proposed development does not warrant
concern in relation to the existing safety record for the local highway network. Taking into
account the rural character of much of the local area, it is considered that the site represents a
highly sustainable location for this type of development, particularly as an extension to an
existing Holiday Park.

8.6

The proposed development complies with the requirements of sustainable drainage policy and
incorporates a number of sustainable features, including swales, an attenuation pond, rain
gardens, permeable surfacing and filter drains. These features will provide amenity and
biodiversity improvements alongside their sustainable drainage functions.

8.7

The potential for impact on neighbouring amenity has been considered throughout the design
process, and it is considered that this impact on outlook will be minor and will reduce over time
as vegetation matures. There are not anticipated to be any unacceptable adverse impacts from
noise or privacy. There are no significant impacts as required by Policy DM06.

8.8

Based on our analysis and the evidence provided in the accompanying technical documents, it is
concluded that the proposal is acceptable in relation to all key planning policy matters, complies
with the development plan when considered as a whole and as such, we consider that planning
permission should be granted.
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9.0

Introduction to Design and Access
Statement

9.1

This Design and Access Statement (DAS) has been prepared on behalf of Haven Leisure Ltd
(Haven) to accompany a full planning application for the proposed development as set out in
Section 5.

9.2

The purpose of this document is to explain the design principles that have been applied in
developing the proposed development. It has been prepared in accordance with the national
requirements of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure)
(Wales) Order (as amended) as well as the guidance on how to prepare them as laid out within
Technical Advice Note (TAN) 12: Design (2016) and Design and Access Statements in Wales,
Why, What and How? (April 2017).

9.3

The Development Management Manual (May 2017) states at paragraph 7.3.11 that, “when
considering whether the content of a DAS is sufficient to meet the requirements of the
legislation, LPAs should consider whether the information is proportional to the complexity of
the proposed development.”

9.4

This Statement draws on the information provided in Sections 2 to 5 of the Planning Statement,
above. This has not been repeated within this part of the Report. The DAS describes the amount
of development, design, layout, landscaping and access. The design rationale is explained: it is
based on placemaking principles, creating a high-quality environment for new holiday
accommodation. The vision for the application is to ensure the Park remains competitive and
continues to attract visitors whilst respecting the local landscape and most valuable biodiversity
features of the existing site. Access and movement considerations are discussed throughout the
document.

9.5

This statement should be read in conjunction with the documents which are set out in Section 1,
which also make up the full planning application.

Structure of the document
9.6

The structure of this Design and Access Statement is as follows:
•

Section 11 sets out the relevant planning context for this DAS;

•

Section 12 appraises the site’s constraints and opportunities;

•

Section 13 sets out the design and access principles and describes the development;

•

Section 14 provides a response to the objectives of good design and considers access
principles;

•

Section 15 sets out an assessment against policy; and,

•

Section 16 provides a summary conclusion.
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10.0

Planning Policy Context
Legislation
Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015

10.1

The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 places a duty on public bodies to carry
out sustainable development. The Act establishes seven well-being goals to help ensure that
public bodies are all working towards the same vision of a sustainable Wales.
Figure 1: The Well-being of Future Generations Act (Wales) 2015 well-being goals

National Planning Policy and Guidance
Planning Policy Wales (Edition 11, February 2021)
1.1

Planning Policy Wales (PPW) sets out the land use policies of the Welsh Government. The
document’s central objective is to promote and provide a framework for sustainable
development within Wales.

1.2

The concept of “placemaking” is central within PPW. It sets out the Welsh Government’s
National Sustainable Placemaking Outcomes at Figure 5, with the following relating to the
proposed development in terms of design and access:
1

Making best use of resources - including high quality and built to last;

2

Maximising environmental protection and limiting environmental impact – including
resilient biodiversity and ecosystems, distinctive and special landscapes, integrated green
infrastructure and managing water resources naturally; and,

3

Facilitating accessible and healthy environments – including promoting physical and
mental health and wellbeing.

1.3

PPW recognises at paragraph 2.4 that the “sense of place” varies in different locations and notes
that the rural countryside provides an economic and environmental base for agriculture and
tourism to thrive.

1.4

PPW highlights the importance of good design to the creation of sustainable places. Specifically,
Paragraph 3.3 states:
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“Good design is fundamental to creating sustainable places where people want to live, work
and socialise. Design is not just about the architecture of a building but the relationship
between all elements of the natural and built environment and between people and places. To
achieve sustainable development, design must go beyond aesthetics and include the social,
economic, environmental, cultural aspects of the development, including how space is used,
how buildings and the public realm support this use, as well as its construction, operation,
management, and its relationship with the surrounding area.”
1.5

PPW goes on to reinforce the importance of good design as integral to the development process.
It states at paragraph 3.4:
“Meeting the objectives of good design should be the aim of all those involved in the
development process and applied to all development proposals, at all scales.”

1.6

The document also recognises the importance of good design to the promotion of sustainability
and achieving the seven well-being goals contained in Well-being of Future Generations (Wales)
Act 2015.

1.7

PPW Figure 8: Objectives of Good Design identifies five objectives of good design (Access,
Character, Community Safety, Environmental Sustainability and Movement), which are
expanded upon in PPW’s supporting text at paragraphs 3.5 to 3.13.
Figure 2: PPW Objectives of Good Design

Source: Planning Policy Wales, Figure 8 (February 2021)
1.8

In relation to Design and Access Statements, Paragraph 3.17 of PPW states:
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“A Design and Access Statement communicates what development is proposed, demonstrates
the design process that has been undertaken and explains how the objectives of good design
and placemaking have been considered from the outset of the development process. In
preparing design and access statements, applicants should take an integrated and inclusive
approach to sustainable design, proportionate to the scale and type of development proposal.
They should be ‘living’ documents dealing with all relevant aspects of design throughout the
process and the life of the development, clearly stating the design principles and concepts
adopted and include illustrative material in diagrams, plans, elevations and sections where
relevant.”
1.9

1.10

Subsequent chapters of PPW provide guidance on specific policy matters that may be of
relevance to development proposals. Relevant extracts in respect of transport and access are
summarised below.
1

Transport: Paragraph 4.1.1 states that the planning system should enable people to access
services through shorter, more efficient and sustainable journeys by walking, cycling and
public transport. By influencing the location, scale, density, mix of uses and design of new
development, the planning system can improve choice in transport and secure accessibility
in a way which supports sustainable development, increases physical activity, improves
health and helps to tackle the causes of climate change and airborne pollution. PPW states
at paragraph 3.39 that “most” new development should be located in settlements which
have good accessibility by non-car modes. However, it also recognises that for most rural
areas the opportunities for modal shift to more sustainable forms of transport are more
limited than in urban areas.

2

Active travel: Paragraph 4.1.26 recognises the role that walking, and cycling can play in
health and well-being. It states that valuable social and recreational opportunities are
integral to placemaking, creating life and activity in public places and providing the
opportunity to meet people. Sustainable places invite people to walk and cycle as part of
their everyday routine.

3

Car parking: Paragraph 4.1.50 requires a design-led approach to be taken to the provision
of car parking in order to ensure that an appropriate level of car parking is integrated in a
way that does not dominate the development. The provision of car parking should also be
informed by the local context of the site and must meet the needs of disabled people.

PPW states at paragraph 5.5.3 that tourism development should be “sympathetic in nature and
scale to the local environment”. It also highlights at paragraph 6.3.3 that landscapes provide
opportunities for tourism and outdoor recreation and that these should be taken into account
and wellbeing benefits for people and communities should be secured.

Building Better Places: Placemaking and the Covid-19 Recovery (July
2020)
1.11

The Welsh Government’s document, “Building Better Places: Placemaking and the Covid-19
Recovery” (July 2020), which should be read alongside PPW, sets out the Government’s
planning policy priorities to assist in the recovery period following the Covid-19 pandemic. This
document forms part of the material considerations for this planning application.

1.12

Building Better Places identifies key issues that bring together individual policy areas, as a focus
for priorities and actions that will support a post Covid-19 recovery. These include:
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1

Active travel: exercise and rediscovered transport methods; and,

2

Green infrastructure, health and well-being and ecological resilience.
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1.13

The document states that the design of new developments should support sustainable travel
modes and maximise accessibility by walking and cycling. It also states that new development
should improve the quality of place and create “safe, social, attractive neighbourhoods where
people want to walk, cycle and enjoy”.

1.14

Building Better Places sets out that development proposals should focus on nature-based
solutions in order to safeguard resilient ecological networks and secure a net benefit for
diversity. It also stresses the importance of enabling access to the natural environment.

Technical Advice Notes
1.15

The Welsh Government’s Technical Advice Notes (TANs) set out detailed planning advice to
accompany national planning policy.

Technical Advice Note 12: Design (March 2016)
10.2

TAN12: Design provides advice on the promotion of sustainability through good design,
including through the preparation and validation of mandatory Design and Access Statements.

10.3

As TAN12 highlights, design is important to the quality of lives and to the quality of Wales’
varied landscapes (Para 2.1). It also notes that good design requires collaboration, a process of
problem solving and innovation and should be a creative and inclusive process (Para 2.5). An
understanding of context is important, and this is established by appraising the characteristics
of the site and the surrounding area.

10.4

The five objectives set out in PPW are discussed in further detail in TAN12 (Section 4). The TAN
also discusses at length the need to mitigate the causes of climate change through the design of a
development (Para 5.4.3). This includes looking at the orientation of units and spaces, providing
natural shade in outdoor spaces, using natural daylight and ventilation, use of low and zero
carbon technologies, use of appropriate, locally manufactured material, collection and reuse of
rainwater, and integrating waste segregation for recycling (Paras 5.4.11 and 5.4.12).

10.5

The special qualities of the rural landscape are highlighted, and TAN12 advocates for
enhancement through the conversation of the character of the countryside and by achieving
quality in new development (Para 5.8.1), including in the consideration of design themes,
palettes of materials, diversifying species and habitats, and avoiding negative impacts on
distinctive rural landscapes (Para 5.8.2). The role that biodiversity can play in delivering quality
development is further discussed at Paragraphs 5.13.1 to 5.13.3 of TAN12.

10.6

TAN12 highlights the obligation for local authorities to prevent crime and disorder in the
exercise of their duties. Design is very important to reducing opportunities for crime and antisocial behaviour, using measures such as natural surveillance.

TAN 18: Transport (2007)
10.7

In addition to the need to consider movement and access in TAN12, TAN18’s key aim is to
promote resource and travel efficient settlement patterns, which can largely be achieved by:
•

•
•

Ensuring new development is located where there is, or will be, good access by public
transport, walking and cycling thereby minimising the need for travel and fostering social
inclusion;
Managing parking provision;
Encouraging the location of development near other related uses to encourage multipurpose trips;
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•

•

Encouraging good quality design of streets that provide a safe public realm and a distinct
sense of place; and,
Ensuring that transport infrastructure or service improvements necessary to serve new
development allow existing transport networks to continue to perform their identified
functions.

Statutory Development Plan
Future Wales (The National Plan 2040)
10.8

Future Wales was published in February 2021 and forms part of the development plan. It is a
development plan with a high-level strategy for addressing key national priorities through the
planning system.

10.9

Whilst there are no specific policies in Future Wales that are relevant to the proposed
development, given its scale, the scheme is in conformity with its strategy and policy direction,
which includes supporting tourism as a key industry in Wales, enhancing biodiversity and
ecological connectivity and promoting health and wellbeing.

Ceredigion Local Development Plan
1.16

The Ceredigion Local Development Plan (LDP) 2007-2022 was adopted in 2013.
Design

1.17

The key policies relating to design in the LDP are Policy DM06, Policy DM10 and Policy DM17.

1.18

LDP Policy DM06: High Quality Design and Placemaking states that development proposals
should:

1.19
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1

Promote innovative design whilst having regard to local distinctiveness and cultural
heritage;

2

Complement the site and its surroundings in terms of layout;

3

Have reference, where appropriate, to existing layout patterns and densities;

4

Retain important natural features along with ensuring the use of good quality landscaping
and embracing opportunities to enhance biodiversity and ecological connectivity;

5

Provide a safe environment;

6

Contribute to the creation of mixed and socially inclusive communities;

7

Protect the amenity of occupiers of nearby properties from significant harm in relation to
privacy, noise and outlook;

8

Encourage the re-use of materials wherever possible and ensure that new materials where
used are sympathetic to the character of the locality; and,

9

Where practical, include infrastructure for modern telecommunications and information.

LDP Policy DM10: Design and Landscaping sets out the requirements for landscaping as part of
development proposals. It states that landscaping schemes should:
1

Respect the natural contours of the landscape;

2

Respect and protect local and strategic views;

3

Respect, retain and complement any existing positive natural features, landscapes, or other
features on site;
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1.20

1.21

4

Provide justification for any removal/loss of existing trees, hedgerows, water courses and
topographical features where this cannot be avoided and provide details of replacements;
and,

5

Provide permeable hard surface landscaping.

LDP Policy DM17: General Landscape provides protection for the qualities and special character
of the visual, historic, geological, ecological or cultural landscapes and seascapes of Ceredigion,
the National Parks and surrounding area. It states that development will be permitted provided
that it does not have a significant adverse effect on these areas by:
1

Causing significant visual intrusion;

2

Being insensitively and unsympathetically sited within the landscape;

3

Introducing or intensifying a use which is incompatible with its location;

4

Failing to harmonise with, or enhance the landform and landscape; and /or

5

Losing or failing to incorporate important traditional features, patterns, structures and
layout of settlements and landscapes.

This policy states that, where possible, development should enhance these qualities and special
character of the landscape.
Access

1.22

The key policies relating to access in the LDP are Policy DM03 and Policy DM09.

1.23

LDP Policy DM03: Sustainable Travel states that development should minimise the need to
travel and provide opportunity for and promote sustainable modes of transport. The
accompanying text at paragraph 8.28 states that Policy DM03 requires that development
proposals should maximise opportunity for sustainable travel “in its widest sense”. This includes
providing opportunities for moving from one mode of transport to another and so facilitating
partial journeys by non-car modes.

1.24

LDP Policy DM09: Design and Movement states that development should be designed to secure
a welcoming environment which encourages appropriate through movement, including through
providing legibility, a sense of place and reflecting site function in relation to its general location
and within the site itself.

Additional Policies relating to Design and Access
1.25

The following policies in the LDP also contain requirements that have some relevance to design
and access considerations:
1

Policy S01: Sustainable Growth - providing employment opportunities whilst protecting
and enhancing the County’s environment and resources;

2

Policy DM14: Nature Conservation and Ecological Connectivity - protecting and, where
possible, enhancing biodiversity, geodiversity and ecological connectivity;

3

Policy DM15: Local Biodiversity Conservation - adopting a stepwise approach to ensure
there will be no significant negative effects to biodiversity and ecological connectivity both
on-site and off-site and incorporating appropriate species, habitats and wildlife
corridor/stepping stone enhancements through good landscape and building design; and,

4

Policy DM20: Protection of Trees, Hedgerows and Woodlands - protecting trees, hedgerows
or woodlands of visual, ecological, historic, cultural or amenity value; mitigating or if
necessary compensating for any negative impacts of loss or damage; achieving appropriate
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biodiversity gain; and providing compensation and enhancement measures of mainly native
species of local provenance, with no non-native invasive species.
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11.0

Site Constraints and Opportunities
Constraints and Opportunities

11.1

Drawing on an understanding of the locational and policy context, the site’s constraints and
opportunities have been established. This helped inform the development principles which has
led to the proposed development.

11.2

The development proposes 20 new static caravan bases at the Quay West Holiday Park (“the
Holiday Park”). These all fall within the permitted number of static caravans allowed at the
Holiday Park as well as providing flexibility for Haven to respond to the losses of static caravans
along the coastline due to coastal slippage. Further details are set out in Section 5.

Site Constraints
11.3

The site constraints are as follows:
•
•

A number of SAC and SSSI designations are located within approximately 170m of the site.
The site is an identified mitigation area for the Milkwood Way development (LPA ref.
A130830) which has been partially implemented.

•

The site lies within the National Landscape Character Area NCA 24.

•

The site is part of the New Quay to Lanrhystud SLA.

•

LANDMAP identifies the site as being within an aspect area of ‘outstanding’ value.

•

The site does not include any form of hardstanding area and does not contain any surface
water drainage infrastructure other than the existing pond in the northern section of the site
and the small diameter rising main that serves a small surface water pump station located
on the land to the west of the site.

•

There are five designated historic assets in proximity to the site.

•

There are a large number of trees across the site (of varying quality).

•

The site is bounded to the east and west by a ditch and a river/stream respectively with use
by bats.

Site Opportunities
11.4

The site opportunities are as follows:
•

•

•

•
•

•

The site is located at the established Holiday Park on land to the east of Milkwood Way,
which has an established physical and perceptual position within the landscape.
The site is bound by existing woodland and/or tree belts in all directions and is linked to an
extensive area of woodland to the east - it is very well screened. There is no one location
where significant areas of the site is visible to receptors due to the strength of boundary
vegetation or intervening built form.
The majority of trees located within the site are of moderate to low quality. The woodland
belt between the site at Milkwood Way provides a strong presence and screening function.
There are no Tree Preservation Orders present on the site.
The site is greenfield in nature, comprising self-sown woodland with a mixture of oak,
sycamore and willow species around a number of small ‘glades’ of rough grassland.
In terms of habitat, the site includes an assortment of poor semi-improved grassland, willow
scrub, marshy grassland, tall ruderal vegetation scattered trees and semi-natural
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broadleaved woodland. The northern boundary is formed by species-poor intact hedgerow
with a stream along the western boundary. The eastern boundary is formed by a bank and
the southern boundary onto adjacent static caravans. A recently created attenuation pond is
present within the northern part of the site.
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
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There is an existing access located along the northern boundary of the site along Cei Bach
Lane.
In association with the Milkwood Way development, access to the main Holiday Park off Cei
Bach Lane was improved in 2019. The access provides a priority junction with Milkwood
Way, alongside traffic calming, reduced speed limits and a raised table pedestrian crossing
to enable convenient access to the main park without the need for short journeys to be made
by car. Therefore, the proposed development can be accessed internally, via Milkwood Way,
and no further amendments are required to the public highway network. There is a
pedestrian access into Quay West along Cei Bach.
A natural break in the woodland belt over the Afon Fellen provides an obvious crossing
point.
The site is accessible by a range of sustainable travel modes, including bus and cycle routes
as well as the Ceredigion Coast Path and pavements into New Quay via the main Park.
No statutory or non-statutory sites or Natural Resources Wales Priority Areas are located
within the site boundary.
Japanese Knotweed is currently being treated and removed from the site.
The site is not located within or adjacent to a conservation area, close proximity to listed
buildings, scheduled monuments or a World Heritage Site. There are no known
archaeological remains.
The visual and sensory aspect area is classified as built land of moderate value.
The site is located within Flood Zone A, which is an area considered to be at little or no risk
of fluvial or coastal/tidal flooding.
The Welsh Water foul water main passes along Cei Bach Lane to the north of the site. A
modern and recently installed foul connection is available at Milkwood Way.

•

The site is located sufficiently away from the areas at risk of coastal erosion.

•

There is planning permission for 41 bases at the Holiday Park that are not currently sited.
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12.0

Design Concept and Evolution
This section provides a brief summary of the design concept which has evolved following
discussions with the consultant team, client, Local Planning Authority and County Ecologist.

Design Concept
Key Design and Access Principles
12.1

Drawing from the site and its context, the following key principles have informed the proposed
design:
1

Land use - Use of existing land within the operational area of the Holiday Park.

2

Compatibility with neighbouring uses and scale of the built environment–
Creating an extension to the holiday park that is consistent in nature and scale of the
surrounding uses, including the, a residential caravan park (Schooner Park) and
neighbouring dwellings.

3

Balance - Balancing the number of new pitches with the most valuable tree and
biodiversity features of the site.

4

Movement - Encouraging walking as an integral part of movement between the site and
the park as well as access onto the Coast Path.

5

Access - Integrating the new access with the road at Milkwood Way and not creating a new
vehicular access onto Cei Bach Lane.

6

Views and Visual Impact - Retaining the strong woodland and tree belts at the
boundaries of the site to protect short and long distance views into the site.

7

Flood risk and drainage - Ensuring that development does not introduce the risk of
flooding from the Afon Fellen and fully addresses the need to avoid any surface water
flooding on-site or off-site.

8

Preserve and enhance landscape and ecology - Seek to preserve and enhance both
the landscape and ecology, wherever possible as part of the development.

9

Community safety - Maximising natural surveillance throughout the site, which is
naturally intrinsic to well-designed holiday parks.

10 Quality of amenity space - Designing attractive areas where people will want to spend
time with high-quality soft and hard landscaping.

Design Evolution
12.2

With cross reference to the site features and proposed strategy set out in the accompanying
application documents and taking the above key design and access principles into consideration
the following design evolution took place:

Site Layout and Quantum of Development - Version 1
12.3

A formal request for an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Screening Opinion was sought
on 2 July 2021, which proposed the inclusion of up to 25 static caravan bases on-site. Whilst no
detailed site layout was prepared for this stage an early layout suggested that up to 25 static
caravans could be accommodated without significant impacts on what appeared to be the most
valuable trees and areas of biodiversity. The landscape and visual survey suggested no
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significant impacts on this level of development. The quantum would be far fewer than the 41
available pitches with planning permission that could be theoretically relocated.
12.4

The layout saw an access in a roughly similar position to that proposed in the application with a
central avenue located towards the pond. The bases were then located around the east and north
of the existing pond. An initial drainage strategy was discussed but could not be evolved until
the topographic survey was undertaken.

Site Layout and Quantum of Development - Version 2
12.5

Having undertaken detailed a topographic survey, tree survey and ecology surveys, the number
of bases was reduced from 25 to 22. The layout took a broadly similar approach but the access
point over the Afon Fellen was refined. In addition, instead of taking the bases over the north of
the pond, these were taken to the south of the pond to retain as large an undeveloped buffer
from the northern part of the site as possible. Development limits were set out by the
arboricultural consultant in conjunction with the project ecologist. The lighting strategy was
introduced with a focus on low lying downward directional bollards. A footpath connecting the
site with the Coast Path to the north using the existing gated access was introduced. The
footpath stretched along to the north of the pond.

12.6

At this stage an informed drainage strategy was also developed in close conjunction with the
landscape architect, arboricultural consultant, and the project ecologist. It had been hoped that
the drainage strategy could take advantage of any infiltration at the site. However, later it was
established that infiltration was not an option. Swales were included on-site as part of the
surface water drainage strategy.

Site Layout and Quantum of Development - Version 3
12.7

Following discussions with the County Ecologist and further consideration by the project
ecologist, two of the bases to the north east of the pond were removed from the evolving layout.
The proposed number of static caravan bases on-site was reduced to 20. This provided for
further preservation of the site’s orchids and the raising the existing pond rim height. The
raising of the pond rim will assist with the surface water drainage proposals. The footpath was
consequently relocated to the south west of the pond to connect to the northern gate for the
same reason. The lighting layout was refined to avoid lighting close to the eastern and western
corridors, removing the closest bollards from the original design. The precise swale location
along the main access road through the site was nudged northwards to retain trees in the south
western corner of the development limits. A low-key play area has been included as part of
Haven’s high-quality accommodation offer to provide additional but ancillary amenity space to
the offer at the main park.

12.8

It is this layout that is the subject of the planning application.
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13.0
13.1

Response to the Objectives of Good Design
As required by the Development Management Procedure (Wales) Order 2012 (as amended),
TAN 12, this section provides a description of the character of development with reference to
amount, layout, scale, appearance and landscaping, access, community safety, environmental
sustainability and movement to, from and within the development.

Character
13.2

The chosen design for the site respects the character of the local area in order to create a
successful relationship between the existing neighbouring uses and types of units and the
proposed development, while preserving the wider landscape character with the successful
retention of the woodland boundaries. The character of the proposed bases (and the subsequent
static caravans to be sited upon the bases) reflect the existing bases located at the existing
Holiday Park.

13.3

The proposed density of the development has been designed to be comparable with that of
Milkwood Way albeit the layout is significantly different in order to respond to the different site
features. The density is lower and character different to the adjacent Schooner Park for the same
reasons.
Amount

13.4

The application will see the following amount of development:
•

Installation of 20 static caravan bases for the siting of 20 static caravans;

•

Retention of the existing single pond, with modifications;

•

•
•

The creation of a single new private access road over the Afon Fellen from Milkwood Way
using a single box culvert, a new internal circulation road,
Car parking for two spaces per base,
A new footpath with a single pedestrian access gate connecting to the Coast Path in the
north;

Layout
13.5

The proposed Site Layout, which accompanies this application submission, illustrates how the
site will be laid out.

13.6

The layout of the proposed development and its relationship to the existing Holiday Park has
been carefully considered as set out with the design evolution section of this report, working
predominantly within existing tree cover that will ultimately be integrated into the wider
landscape. A robust Landscape Proposals Plan is provided to accompany this application.

13.7

The static caravan bases are situated within an entirely private space. However, within that
space the caravans will be sited within a semi-‘public’ setting, with semi-private and ‘public’
areas of the site clearly defined by soft boundaries which provide landscape and amenity value.

13.8

Boundary vegetation, which will be retained and enhanced, has been identified within the LVIA
accompanying this application. The proposed boundary vegetation aligns with the rural
characteristics of the area.
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Scale
13.9

The proposed development includes static caravan bases for the siting of single storey static
caravans, which will reflect the existing pattern of the Holiday Park and adjacent Schooner Park.

13.10

The number and location of the lodges has been carefully considered to maintain an overall
feeling of open space within the site. A careful balance between the required density, guest
numbers and natural open space has been achieved, as shown within the drawings package and
Landscape Masterplan accompanying this application.
Appearance

13.11

By the nature of the application, the details of the application do not include details of the
appearance of the static caravans themselves. However, they will be sited within an area where
emphasis has been placed on the proposed landscape design and planting.

13.12

The proposed static caravan bases will facilitate the siting of high quality, attractive modern
caravans on the site.
Landscaping

13.13

The proposal would form a high-quality extension to the existing Holiday Park. Landscaping
and ecology are a focal point to the proposed development and the applicant has ensured that
these are both protected and enhanced where possible.

13.14

The site’s landscape comprises self-sown woodland, marshy and semi-improved grassland with
woodland scrub, tall ruderal vegetation, a recently created attenuation pond (located to the
northern end of the site) surrounded by disturbed ground/rough grassland. Trees with
hedgerows and small wooded streams (River Fellen to the west and an unnamed stream to the
east and south), are located along the site boundaries. The majority of which is to be integrated,
protected and enhanced as part of the proposal.

13.15

A Landscape Masterplan, based upon the most valuable tree and ecological features of the site,
is provided within the LVIA accompanying this application. The LVIA provides further details
with regard to landscaping.

Access
13.16

The site is generally level with a very slight fall from south to north. Some localised raising of
land will take place in the vicinity of the pond but there will be level access from the road into
the car parking spaces. Access into caravans can be created via steps or ramp. The access road
will be a shared surface with very slow vehicle movements throughout. The proposed
development has been designed to ensure that the site is accessible to all.

13.17

No additional parking bays are required. A service bay is already provided at Milkwood Way.

Movement
13.18

Vehicular access to and egress from the site is proposed via the existing Milkwood Way
development, located to the west of the site. The access to the main Holiday Park off Cei Bach
Lane was improved in 2019. The access provides a priority junction with Milkwood Way,
alongside traffic calming, reduced speed limits and a raised table pedestrian crossing to enable
convenient access to the main park without the need for short journeys to be made by car. The
access to the proposal will be connected internally to the existing Milkwood Way site.

13.19

The existing access will be transformed into a pedestrian access located along the northern
boundary of the site, along Cei Bach Lane. Pedestrian access from the site to the central facilities
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at Quay West will be via Milkwood Way and the new pedestrian access opposite its entrance into
the park.
13.20

The internal layout has been assessed to confirm accessibility by delivery and servicing vehicles,
however it is noted that these will remain private roads subject to private waste contracts,
extending the existing arrangement in place across the existing Holiday Park.

13.21

Movement to and from the existing Holiday Park is currently typical via private car, however the
site is accessible by a range of sustainable travel modes, including the frequent TrawsCymru T5
bus service, Ceredigion Coast Path and local cycle routes 3c and 3d. The nearest bus stop is
located at the junction of Cei Bach Lane and the B4342, which can be accesses via Cei Bach Lane
or via a footway from the main entrance of the park.

13.22

Movement within the development and the existing Holiday Park, after the guests have arrived,
is encouraged to be on foot or bicycle with extensive footpaths and shared routes with low
speeds.

13.23

The Transport Statement, prepared by Integrated Transport Planning Ltd (ITP), which
accompanies this application provides further details in regard to access.

Community Safety
13.24

The proposed development will not have a negative impact on community safety. The
development is designed to ensure that the residents of the new areas feel safe at all times. The
layout and orientation of the proposed units will allow for natural surveillance onto the shared
areas (which form the majority of the site) included within the site. Caravans: their design and
use encourage lots of indoor and outdoor activity with guests engaged with their surrounding
outdoor spaces. No public access is proposed.

Environmental Sustainability
13.25

Conserving, enhancing and managing the environment of the site has been an integral part of
the proposal.

13.26

Ecological conservation, enhancement and management has been set out within the Ecology
Assessment accompanying this planning application. The assessment suggests that the
proposals will retain, protect and where possible enhance the majority of the most ecologically
important habitat on-site, namely the semi-natural broadleaved woodland, hedgerow and areas
of more diverse marshy grassland. The assessment also highlights that compensation of
ecological mitigation land which will be provided in an area off-site (Cei Bach), which is within
the ownership of Bourne Leisure. This area of land will be enhanced to strengthen wildlife
corridors in the local area and to enhance biodiversity.

13.27

Coupled with this is the visual impact and the ongoing management of the landscape, which has
been reviewed within the LVIA which accompanies this application.

13.28

Haven is committed to reducing energy usage, reliance on non-renewable energy and to work
with caravan manufacturers to reduce carbon emissions within the construction process and
improve insulation. Haven is delivering electric charging points in central locations at each park.
This will naturally increase as the infrastructure is delivered and customers demand more.

13.29

Consideration has also been given to surface water drainage - the proposed attenuation methods
will include the following form of SuDs which will provide treatment to surface water runoff:
1

Rain gardens;

2

Permeable surfacing;
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3

Swales;

4

Filter drains; and,

5

A Pond
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14.0
14.1

Assessment Against Policy
This section of the DAS assesses the proposed development against the relevant LDP and PPW
policies, grouped together by theme.
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Table 14.1 Assessment against policy: Ceredigion Local Development Plan 2007-2022 (adopted April 2013) and Planning Policy Wales

Ceredigion LDP (and PPW)
Policy
LDP Policy DM03:
Sustainable
Travel

Policy criteria

Response

Sustainable travel:
Minimises the need to travel, provide opportunity for and
promote sustainable modes of transport in Ceredigion.

Given the rural context, the site has excellent levels of accessibility provided to the Milkwood Way site,
with its footway connections to the main Holiday Park, its facilities and bus stops, the proposal will be
accessed internally and therefore no further amendments are required to the public highway network.

PPW Section 4.1: Transport Utilises the sustainable transport hierarchy, which prioritises
walking, cycling and public transport ahead of private motor
vehicles and invites people to walk and cycle as part of their
everyday routine.

There is also an existing vehicular access located along the northern boundary of the site, located along Cei
Bach Lane, which will be converted to a pedestrian access as part of the proposed development.
The site is accessible by a range of sustainable travel modes, including the frequent TrawsCymru T5 bus
service, Ceredigion Coast Path and ocal cycle routes 3c and 3d. The nearest bus stop is located at the
junction of Cei Bach Lane and the B4342, which can be accesses via Cei Bach Lane or via a footway from the
main entrance of the park and further afield to New Quay and the Coast Path.
Movement within the development and the existing Holiday Park, after the guests have arrived, is
encouraged to be on foot or bicycle with significant footpaths and shared routes.

PPW para 4.1.50: Car
parking

Car parking:
An appropriate level of car parking spaces are provided on-site and are integrated into the proposal using
Takes a design-led approach to the provision of car parking,
which ensures an appropriate level of car parking is integrated complimentary hard landscaping methods e.g. high quality paving adjacent to deck areas.
in a way which does not dominate the development.
The proposed development has been designed to ensure that the site is accessible to all.
Is informed by the local context and meets the needs of
disabled people.
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Ceredigion LDP (and PPW)
Policy
LDP Policy DM06: High
Quality
Design and Placemaking

Policy criteria

Response

Innovative design / local distinctiveness:
Promotes innovative design whilst having regard to local
distinctiveness and cultural heritage in terms of form, design
and material.

The chosen design for the site has been carefully considered to respect the character of the local area in
order to create a successful relationship between the existing and proposed developments as well as the
wider landscape.

The proposed static caravan bases will facilitate the siting of high quality, attractive caravans on the site.
The focus of the northern area is the pond while the focus of the southern area is an outlook onto a large
Encourages the re-use of materials wherever possible and
ensures that new materials where used are sympathetic to the wildflower grassland flanked by a strong existing tree belt.
character of the locality.
The detailing and use of ‘muted’ materials such as natural colours for the caravan units and natural stone
for hard landscaping will integrate the development within the local landscape.

LDP Policy DM06: High
Quality
Design and Placemaking

Layout:
Complements the site and its surroundings in terms of layout,
respecting views into and out of the site, producing a cohesive
form in relation to the scale, height and proportion of existing
built form.
Has reference, where appropriate, to existing layout patterns
and densities including changes of levels and prominent
skylines.

LDP Policy DM06: High
Quality
Design and Placemaking
LDP Policy DM10: Design
and
Landscaping

Natural features / landscaping
Retains important natural features along with ensuring the
use of good quality hard and soft landscaping and
embracing opportunities to enhance biodiversity and
ecological connectivity.

The proposed development includes static caravan bases for the siting of single storey static caravans,
which will reflect the existing pattern of the Holiday Park. The scale and location of the lodges has been
carefully considered to maintain a feeling of open space within the site. A careful balance between the
required density, guest numbers and natural open space has been achieved.

As highlighted above, landscaping and ecology are a focal point to the proposed development and the
applicant has ensured that these are both protected and enhanced in line with the local character and
context.
A Landscape Masterplan is provided within the LVIA accompanying this application. The LVIA also provides
further details in regard to landscaping.

The landscaping scheme should:
1.
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The detailed design and layout of the development meets objectives of ‘Secured by Design’ principles,
providing natural surveillance to the proposed single access and egress. It has also been developed
predominantly within existing tree cover that will be integrated into the wider landscape.

Demonstrate how the proposed development respects
the natural contours of the landscape;

An Ecology Assessment also accompanies this application. The assessment sets out ecological
conservation, enhancement and management methods which highlight that the proposals retain and
protect the majority of the most ecologically important habitat on-site, namely the semi-natural
broadleaved woodland, hedgerow and areas of more diverse marshy grassland. The assessment also
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Ceredigion LDP (and PPW)
Policy

Policy criteria

Response

2.

Demonstrate how the proposed development respects
and protects local and strategic views;

3.

Respect, retain and complement any existing positive
natural features, landscapes, or other features on site;

highlights that the compensation of ecological mitigation land will be provided in an area off-site (Cei
Bach), which is within the ownership of Bourne Leisure. This area of land will also be enhanced to
strengthen wildlife corridors in the local area and to enhance biodiversity.

4.

Identify trees, hedgerows, water courses and
topographical features to be retained;

5.

Provide justification for circumstances where the
removal/loss of existing trees, hedgerows, water courses
and topographical features cannot be
avoided and provides details of replacements;

6.

Provide details of any proposed new landscaping
together with a phased programme of planting;

7.

Demonstrate that any proposed new planting includes
plants and trees of mainly native species of local
provenance and does not include any non-native invasive
species within the landscaping;

8.

Ensure that selection of species and planting position of
any trees allows for them to grow to their mature height
without detriment to nearby buildings, services and other
planting; and

9.

Provides permeable hard surface landscaping.
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Ceredigion LDP (and PPW)
Policy
LDP Policy DM17: General
Landscape

Policy criteria

Response

Qualities and special character of landscapes:
Does not have a significant adverse effect on the qualities and
special character of the visual, historic, geological, ecological
or cultural landscapes and seascapes of Ceredigion, the
National Parks and surrounding area by:

The LVIA that accompanies this application submission highlights that there will be no significant impacts
on landscape character at a high level nationally or regionally as the application site will occupy a similar
position within a wooded slope post development where change would be barely discernible, thereby
maintaining landscape quality in the wider landscape.

1.

Causing significant visual intrusion;

2.

Being insensitively and unsympathetically sited within the
landscape;

3.

Introducing or intensifying a use which is incompatible
with its location;

4.

Failing to harmonise with, or enhance the landform and
landscape; and/or

5.

Losing or failing to incorporate
Important traditional features,
patterns, structures and layout of settlements and
landscapes.

Where possible development should
enhance these qualities and special character.
LDP Policy DM06: High
Quality Design and
Placemaking

Safe environment:
Provides a safe environment by ensuring that the design of
buildings and associated routes and open spaces consider
safety principles.

The proposed development will not have any negative impact on community safety. The development will
be designed to ensure that the residents of the new areas feel safe at all times. The layout and orientation
of the proposed units will allow for natural surveillance onto public areas included within the site.

LDP Policy DM06: High
Quality Design and
Placemaking

Amenity:
Protects the amenity of occupiers of nearby properties from
significant harm in relation to privacy, noise and outlook.

It is considered that the impact of the proposed development on amenity for occupiers of neighbouring
properties/caravans will be minor and will reduce over time as vegetation matures.
The LVIA accompanying this application also notes that there is no one location where significant areas of
the site will be visible to receptors due to the strength of boundary vegetation or intervening built form,
therefore protecting the privacy and outlook as well as assisting to screen out noise pollution to protect
the amenity of occupiers of neighbouring properties/caravans.
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Ceredigion LDP (and PPW)
Policy
DP Policy DM09: Design
and Movement

PPW Section 6.4:
Biodiversity
and Ecological Networks

Policy criteria

Response

Encouraging appropriate through movement:
Is legible, providing a sense of place.

A key element of the development is its integration with its immediate surroundings, whilst allowing for
quick and easy access to the wider transportation network.

Reflects site function both in relation to its general location
and within the site itself.

Movement within the development and the existing Holiday Park, after the guests have arrived, is
encouraged to be on foot or bicycle with significant footpaths and multi-user routes.

Biodiversity, geodiversity and ecological connectivity:
Considers the need to secure enhancement of and
improvement to diversity, condition, extent and connectivity
of ecological networks.

LDP Policy DM14: Nature
Conservation and Ecological Protects and, where possible, enhances biodiversity,
Connectivity
geodiversity and ecological connectivity across Ceredigion,
including local sites and local priority species and habitats.
LDP Policy DM15: Local
Biodiversity Conservation
A stepwise approach is adopted to ensure there will be no
significant negative effects to biodiversity and ecological
connectivity both on-site and off-site.

Further aspects of transportation are covered fully within the Transport Statement accompanying this
application.
As mentioned above, ecology is a focal point of the proposed development and the applicant ensured that
biodiversity, geodiversity and ecological connectivity are protected and enhanced in line with the local
character and context, both on and off site (Cei Bach).
An Ecology Assessment accompanies this application, which included further details in regard to
biodiversity, geodiversity and ecological connectivity.

Appropriate species, habitats and wildlife corridor/steppingstone enhancements have been incorporated into the
development through good landscape and building design, or
where applicable will be carried out offsite.
With regard to developments affecting LNRs, sites that meet
SINC criteria and priority species and habitats, there is an
overriding social, economic or environmental need for the
development that outweighs the losses to biodiversity (after
mitigation), the development could not reasonably be located
elsewhere and these losses can be readily and fully
compensated within the local area.
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Ceredigion LDP (and PPW)
Policy
LDP Policy DM20:
Protection
of Trees, Hedgerows and
Woodlands

Policy criteria

Response

Trees and hedgerows:
Will not remove, damage or destroy trees, hedgerows or
woodlands of visual, ecological, historic, cultural or amenity
value.

The accompanying Tree Report and associated plans conclude that in order to accommodate the proposal,
the removal of some areas of young, self-sown and scrubby willow and alder trees will take place on site.
Nonetheless, the proposed development will look to enhance the landscape and biodiversity offer on site
and within an area of agricultural land at Cei Bach. This will be achieved by setting out a number of
measures to protect the majority of existing trees and hedgerows at the site during construction as well as
mitigating the loss of a small number of trees by planting new trees as part of the re-development of the
site.

Able to mitigate or if necessary, compensate for any negative
impacts of the loss or damage.
Will achieve appropriate biodiversity gain.
Compensation and enhancement measures are mainly native
species of local provenance and are not non-native invasive
species.
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Therefore, the proposed landscaping and planting is expected to easily mitigate the minor impacts of the
development on trees and hedges, whilst also providing substantial enhancements in biodiversity gain.
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15.0

Conclusion of Design and Access
Statement

15.1

This Design and Access Statement describes how the proposed development
delivers a sustainable and attractive scheme that will positively contribute towards
the design quality and character of the site and the wider area. It sets out the
context of the proposed full planning application, including consideration of
character, community safety, environmental sustainability, movement and access
with regard to placemaking and design.

15.2

The approach taken is context led and seeks to positively respond to the
opportunities and constraints presented by the site. The masterplan and
component areas forming part of this application will enable the continued
improvement of the Holiday Park to ensure that it meets the modern expectations,
the needs of its customers as well as demand for additional accommodation. These
improvements will help the Holiday Park continue to be a leading holiday
destination in the area, promoting the continued success of tourism in both the
local area and wider region.

15.3

The designs respond to landscape, ecological and other environmental
considerations. This has resulted in a scheme that is appropriate to its setting,
continue providing a high-quality holiday experience and will provide flexibility for
the Holiday Park to ensure flexibility to respond to the losses along the coastline
with the highest grade of Haven pitches while also developing within the permitted
number of units on-site (717). The scheme has been designed taking full account of
the Placemaking principles enshrined in Planning Policy Wales.

15.4

The site provides an opportunity to deliver a high-quality tourist offer whilst also
preserving and enhancing the ecological and landscape surroundings and is
therefore considered to be acceptable in terms of design and access principles.
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Penderfyniad ar yr Apêl

Appeal Decision

Ymchwiliad a gynhaliwyd ar 16/03/16- 17/03/16 Inquiry held on 16/03/16 - 17/03/16
Ymweliad â safle a wnaed ar 17/03/16

Site visit made on 17/03/16

gan Nicola Gulley MA MRTPI

by Nicola Gulley MA MRTPI

Arolygydd a benodir gan Weinidogion Cymru

an Inspector appointed by the Welsh Ministers

Dyddiad : 28 Ebrill 2016

Date : 28 April 2016

Appeal Ref: APP/D6820/A/15/3134757
Site address: Quay West Holiday Park, New Quay, Ceredigion, SA45 9SE
The Welsh Ministers have transferred the authority to decide this appeal to me as the
appointed Inspector.





The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 against a
refusal to grant planning permission.
The appeal is made by Bourne Leisure Limited against the decision of Ceredigion County
Council.
The application Ref A130830, dated 15 October 2013, was refused by notice dated
24 March 2015.
The development proposed is the redevelopment, improvement and enhancement of the
existing caravan site and the relocation of 24 existing caravans (previously 42 amended to 24)
onto land adjoining Cei Bach Road and the provision of two permissive rights of way.

Decision
1. The appeal is allowed and planning permission is granted for the redevelopment,
improvement and enhancement of the existing caravan site and the relocation of 24
existing caravans onto land adjoining Cei Bach Road and the provision of two
permissive rights of way at Quay West Holiday Park, New Quay, Ceredigion, SA45 9SE
in accordance with the terms of the application, Ref A130830, dated 15 October 2013,
and the conditions set out in the schedule below.
Procedural Matters
2. A signed Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) was submitted by the appellant on the
first day of the Inquiry. The SoCG detailed the points on which the Council and
appellant agree, in relation to: national and local planning policy; landscape matters;
ecological matters; the description of the site; and the planning history of Quay West
Holiday Park and appeal site.
3. An agreed addendum to the SoCG which included a copy of plan ref 1/336/001/Rev C
(1:500 access arrangements and visibility) and an agreed note in respect of the
impact of the development on hedgerows was submitted by the appellant on the
second day of the Inquiry. These outlined the points on which the Council and the
appellant had reached agreement in respect of highway matters and the quantum of
hedgerow that would be lost / pruned as a result of the proposal.
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4. On the basis of the SoCG and agreed note, the Council indicated that its objections to
the proposed development had been overcome and, as a result, it did not call any
witnesses at the Inquiry.
Preliminary Matters
5. I note that, with the agreement of the appellant, during the course of the planning
application process the number of caravans to be located on the appeal site was
reduced from 42 to 24 and that the description of the development was amended. I
shall therefore determine the appeal on the basis of the amended description of
development which is contained on the appeal form.
6. For ease I shall refer to the existing Quay West Holiday Park site as the main site in
the remainder of my decision. In addition, I note that the public highway adjacent to
the appeal site has variously been referred to as Cei Bach Road, Cei Bach Lane and
the C1035. For consistency I shall refer to the public highway as Cei Bach Road in my
decision.
Main Issue
7. The main issue in this case is the effect of the proposed development on highway
safety.
Reasons
Background
8. The main and appeal sites are located on the edge of the picturesque seaside town of
New Quay. The main site has largely been in existence since the 1960’s and was
formed by the amalgamation of a number of smaller sites. Planning permission exists
for a total of 717 no. caravans to be sited within the main site however, I am advised
that the site currently accommodates between 616 no. and 630 no. caravans.
9. The appeal site, which is separated from the main site by Cei Bach Road, comprises
approximately 3.37 hectares of rough pasture which is divided by a small wooded
stream and screened from the road by mature hedgerows. The planning history of the
site indicates that temporary planning permission for the use of the site for the
storage of caravans in conjunction with the main site was granted in 1989. In
addition, I was advised during the Inquiry that the site had been used on two separate
occasions in the recent past for the temporary siting of touring caravans.
Planning policy in relation to caravan sites
10. The development plan for the area is the adopted Ceredigion Local Development Plan
(LDP) (2013). LDP Policy LU14 seeks to restrict the development of new caravan sites
to those which relate to the extension, enhancement or upgrading of existing sites and
do not propose an increase in the number of units.
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11. The Council and the appellant contend the proposed development accords with the
requirements of LDP Policy LU14 because: the appeal site is operationally part of the
Quay West Holiday Park; it would allow for a more spacious environment to be created
within the main site; and would not result in an increase in the overall size of the site
or number of caravans. This is disputed by local residents who contend that the
appeal site was not used for the storage of caravans and because of its location,
separated from the main site by Cei Bach Road, it cannot be considered to be an
extension to the main site and therefore does not accord with the requirements of
Policy LU14.
12. Whilst I note the comments of local residents, no conclusive evidence has been
presented to demonstrate that the planning permission for the storage of caravans at
the appeal site was not implemented and, as a result, I consider that the planning
history of the site demonstrates that it is, operationally, part of Quay West Holiday
Park. Furthermore, I consider that the proposed development would allow for
improvements to be made to the internal layout of the caravan park which would
create a more attractive environment for visitors on the main site and would not result
in an increase in the number of caravans or the size of the site as a whole. As such I
consider that the proposal accords with the requirements of LDP Policy LU14.
Highway Safety
13. LDP Policy DM06 requires that proposals for new development should provide a safe
environment and ensure that the design of new routes address safety principals. The
development proposes the creation of a vehicular access to the appeal site and
pedestrian crossing point on Cei Bach Road which links the main site with appeal site.
The vehicular access would be located in a central position in the road frontage on the
western boundary of the appeal site. The pedestrian crossing point would be located
approximately 15 metres to the south of the mid-point of the vehicular access. A
visibility splay of 33 metres, to serve the vehicular access and pedestrian crossing,
would be created by the removal of approximately 90 linear metres and the pruning
and regrading of 40 linear metres of hedgerow in total along Cei Bach Road. By way
of mitigation the appellant propose to create and reinstate 89 linear metres of
hedgerow bank on the appeal site and 45 linear metres on the permissive footpath
from the road leading to Cei Bach. In addition, the Council and the appellant have
agreed that a scheme which includes the introduction of a 20mph speed limit and a
range of traffic calming / highway safety measures on Cei Bach Road will be designed
and implemented prior to the commencement of the development.
14. Objections to the proposals that formed the basis of the application at the time it was
determined were raised by a significant number of local residents. Many of the
residents expressed concerns that the development would result in an increase in
traffic travelling along what is described as a quiet rural road and that this would have
an adverse effect on pedestrian and vehicular safety.

3
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15. Based on the evidence presented at the Inquiry and my observations at the site visit, I
consider that the siting of the proposed vehicular access point and pedestrian crossing
and the associated visibility splays are sufficient to ensure that the proposed
development would not have a detrimental impact on highway or pedestrian safety.
Moreover, I consider that the proposed reduction in the speed limit on Cei Bach Road
coupled with the implementation of traffic calming measures which include the
provision of road traffic signage and road markings, street lighting close to the access
and crossing points and a raised crossing, would ensure the creation of a safe
vehicular and pedestrian environment. I conclude that the proposed development will
not have an adverse effect on highway safety and would comply with the objectives of
LDP Policy DM06.
Other Matters
16. During the Inquiry my attention was drawn to the contents of the Cardigan Bay
Shoreline Management Plan (2004) which I am advised identifies the appeal site as
being at risk of coastal erosion. Whilst I note these concerns, I consider that the
monitoring process established by the Shoreline Management Plan coupled with the
location of the development, some distance away from Cei Bach Bay, would allow the
owners of the site to effectively manage the impact of coastal erosion on the
development.
17. In addition, concerns have been expressed by local residents that the proposal would
have an adverse effect on wildlife and result in the loss of the green barrier that
separates the appeal site and the northern boundary of Schooner Caravan Park. In
terms of the impact of the proposed development on wildlife, I note that a detailed
ecological assessment of the site has been undertaken by the appellant which
concluded that proposed development would not have a significant adverse effect on
the nature conservation value of the appeal site. With regard to the loss of a green
barrier, I am mindful that the proposed scheme was reduced from 42 to 24 caravans
and that the caravans will now be located close to Cei Bach Road, leaving that part of
the site closest to the boundary with Schooner Caravan Park undeveloped and
effectively retaining a green barrier between the sites.
Conditions
18. Insofar as conditions are concerned, I have had regard to the guidance contained in
Welsh Government Circular 16/2014 – The Use of Planning Conditions for
Development Management. In addition to the standard time limit, a condition is
necessary which requires the proposed development be carried out in accordance with
the approved plans. A condition restricting the number of caravans on the site as a
whole to 717 no. is necessary in order to protect the character and appearance of the
area. A condition relating to landscaping is needed in the interests of visual amenity.
In order to ensure that the caravans are used for holiday purposes conditions are
required in relation to the ownership, occupation and use of the caravans. In the
interests of highway and pedestrian safety conditions are necessary which require the
provision and implementation of a scheme for vehicular and pedestrian access, car
parking and a vehicular turning area. Conditions in relation to surface water, drainage
and the provision of a sustainable urban drainage system are required to ensure the
satisfactory disposal of surface water and to avoid hydraulic overload of the public
sewerage system. In order to ensure the effective implementation and management
of the development conditions are necessary which require a Construction
Management Plan and a Habitat Mitigation, Creation and Management Plan. Lastly, in
order to ensure that the nature conservation interests a condition requiring a bat,
badger and otter surveys is necessary.
4
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19. Conditions in relation to the removal of permitted rights in relation to the external
appearance of the caravans and the erection of structures are not required because
such matters are addressed by the Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act
1960 (as amended ) Part 1, section 5 (b) and (c). In addition, a condition in relation
to consultation with the emergency services is not required because the matter can be
effectively addressed through the condition relating to the design of the vehicular and
pedestrian access. Conditions in relation to pollution prevention and the detailed
design of the proposed attenuation pond are not required because the matters can be
effectively addressed as part of the Construction Management Plan for the site.
Equally, a condition in relation to grassland management is not required because the
matter can be satisfactorily addressed through the Habitat Mitigation, Creation and
Management Plan.
Conclusions
20. In reaching my decision I have had regard to other matters raised against the
development including the limited impact the proposed development would have on
job creation in the area. However, I find nothing of substance to indicate that
planning permission should be withheld in this case.
21. For the reasons outlined above, I conclude that the appeal should be allowed and
planning permission granted subject to conditions.

Nicola Gulley
INSPECTOR
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SCHEDULE OF CONDITIONS
1) The development hereby granted full planning permission shall be begun before
the expiration of five years from the date of this permission.
2) The development hereby granted full planning permission shall be carried out in
strict accordance with the following approved plans and documents:


775/37/7 Rev L (1: 1500 proposed masterplan);



775/37/10 Rev G (1:500 proposed 24 base development);



775/37/11 Rev A (1:2500 location plan);



W1708 MP01 Rev D (1:1500 landscape masterplan);



W1708 MP02 Rev C (1:500 landscape proposals);



W1708 MP03 Rev D (1:250 landscape proposals and site access);



W1983 HR01 Rev B (Hedgerow Removal Plan) as amended by the agreed note
in respect of impacts to hedgerows, dated 17 March 2016;



1/336/001 / Rev C (1:500 access arrangements and visibility);and



1336/002 (1:200 visibility measurement).

3) The total number of caravans at the application site shall not exceed seven
hundred and seventeen (717), of which no more than six hundred and ninety
three (693) shall be sited on that part of the Quay West Holiday Park located to
the west of Cei Bach Road and no more than twenty four (24) shall be sited on
that part of the Quay West Holiday Park located to the east of Cei Bach Road.
4) The proposed landscaping as shown on plans reference W1708 MP01 Rev D,
W1708 MP02 Rev C and W1708 MP03 Rev D shall be planted / implemented
within 12 calendar months of the first occupation of the development hereby
permitted.
Any trees or shrubs removed, dying, severely damaged or becoming seriously
diseased within five years of planting shall be replaced with trees and shrubs of
such size and species as may be agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
5) The development shall be occupied as holiday accommodation only and shall not
be occupied as a person’s sole or main place of residence. An up to date register
shall be kept at the holiday accommodation hereby permitted and be made
available for inspection by the Local Planning Authority upon request. The register
shall contain details of the names of all of the occupiers of the accommodation,
their main home addresses and their date of arrival and departure from the
accommodation.
6) Prior to the commencement of the development hereby approved, a scheme
showing a vehicular access to the site and showing a pedestrian crossing
between the existing holiday park and the site extension shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall
include the following design features:
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a) The provision of a raised table crossing;
b) Introduction of a 20mph speed limit and amendment of the extent of the
existing 30mph limit on Cei Bach Road (C1035);
c) All traffic calming features (including speed humps and possibly anti-skid
surfacing);
d) Signage (highway and private);
e) Road markings;
f) Street lighting; and
g) Appropriate pedestrian management on approach to the highway
crossing.
The approved scheme for access shall be completed prior to the occupation of the
development hereby approved.
7) The development shall not commence on the application site unless and until a
copy of the Traffic Regulation Order imposing amendments to the existing 30mph
limit and the introduction of a 20mph speed limit covering the new pedestrian
crossing point and appropriate sections of the approaches to the crossing has
been submitted.
8) No obstruction exceeding 600mm above road level shall be permitted within the
visibility splay areas specified plan reference 1/336/001 / Rev C.
9) The proposed parking and turning facilities on the application site extended part
of the holiday park shall be laid out and completed in accordance with plan
reference 775/37/10 Rev G before any caravans are brought into use and
retained for its designated for as long as the development hereby approved
remains in existence.
10) Prior to the commencement of the development hereby approved, a scheme for
the disposal of surface water from the site which includes the use of a sustainable
urban drainage system shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The approved scheme shall be implemented and completed
prior to any of the caravans on the extended part of the holiday park being
brought into use and retained for as long as the development hereby approved
remains in existence.
11) Works shall be carried out in accordance with a Tree Retention and Protection
Plan, to be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority prior to
commencement of works. This shall be in accordance with the British Standards
for Trees in Demolition, Design and Construction BS 5837:2012.
12) The construction and use of the development hereby approved shall be carried
out in accordance with a Construction Management Plan (CMP) and a Habitat
Mitigation, Creation and Management Plan, which are to be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to the commencement of
the development.
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13) No works approved under the Tree Retention and Protection Plan shall be
undertaken until a bat survey of trees to be felled / pruned has been carried out.
An otter and badger survey shall be undertaken prior to works commencing on
any part of the site. Suitable mitigation shall be agreed in writing by the Local
Planning Authority and implemented in full and licences sought where applicable.
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